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Department responsible: 
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IXl XII 
Agreed 
Statistical Office, ACU, Environment and 
Consumer Protection Department, 
Director~tes-General I, III, IV, V, VIII, 
X, XI, XIII, XV, XVI, XIX and XX. 
With the help of the above DG XII has 
made a number of changes in the Memorandum, 
deleting some passages, inserting others 
and clarifying various points. 
.. 
Sill$WlY 
The Memorandum first gives definitions designed to obviate any 
misunderstanding as to the scope of the Community cultural scheme 
of which it sets out the purpose (to scale down the cultural sector's 
economic and social difficulties so that it can serve culture more 
effectively), principles (in particular, non-interference with 
creative activities) and practical details, which involve no new 
departures on the legal or institutional side. Next, after citing 
various Summit Declarations, it describes the projected field 
programme - a response to a move by the European Parliament, and 
based to a great extent on the Resolution in which the Parliament 
laid down the relevant guidelines. The programme falls into three 
parts. (1) Economic and social provisions of the EEC Treaty: 
stepped-up application of these to production and distribution 
of cultural goods and services. (2) Cultural preparation for European 
Union: research and dissemination work to enable the "European 
dimension of culture" (defined in the Memorandum) to be more fully 
grasped by young and old. (3) Cooperation by Member States on the 
cultural front: for example, establishment of a European Historic 
Structures and Localities .Fund, prevention of art thefts, etc. The point 
is made that the programme wiil not be a duplication of the work being 
done by the Council of Europe and UNESCO •. 
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Cultural sector 
-
T,l:1,e.~_c;3)-!~~a;l ~s.,eg~g_r~i~ ma.£e .... ul'. .£f_a_!l_p~~FE.OE.S-~d_ent2rw_is~s 
_£n~aiie£h _;hn_t:£oJJ.£O.£U.£tion. 1¥1£ £i.§_t,t:i£u!ig,n_o.f .s,ultJF.§:l_s~ryi_£e~ £,r_g,£ogs. 
Whereas culture itself is of the mind, the cultural sector is an 
economic and social matter. This means that, like all other branches of 
activity, it is covered by the eoonomic and social provisions of the 
Treai;y establishing the European Economic Community. Culture itself, however, 
is the negation of the very idea of control and intervention by tho public 
authorities (-~ ). 
Cultural. eyo<\s 
.Qu1t~_¥_g£o£s_inc.l"llie_n.Q.t_onl:t: ,ih~ ,nrQ.dJJ;cj;_s_of .s.u)}11X£ .C'.!fOJ.:k£."1, 
£ui l:l§.o_the_aid§. :_to_cJY.,iur.e~t _fi,J.m1J>!:Oje.2_t_£r_g_,_m1_c£,O,!Jlm_r2a£er..s.s. 
:y:i.,9.e,£t ~ ,te,g,o,td.$V..@.t _ '4_d20::C§SE_eit 2s .L 1,a,2e _r~c£1'£0£.S .s. t:0.£0£.~~ .J.~.~c.2,!',2.. 
J21.§.aY~r.§_,_e1,c. 
The lilOrd 11rmrks" covers all categories: literary works, sculptures, 
nusical cor.1posi tions, scientific books1 etc. A broad interpretation 
must also be given to the vrord "public": magazine readers, audiences at 
thec:.tre .and cinema performances, visitors to museums, listeners to 
scientific lectures, etc. 
Cultural workers 
Qu1tEX.~l-liv.2.r!£er,s_a£e_a1,l_t,ho.:ie_wE,o_~~ j;_h2,i£ 1,i,Yi8~ . ..f£.OE! .s.u!t~2 -
EPi! 1,h!,O~h 1fh_Qm_.~il.l£e_l_iv~s.!. 
TIU.s includes the assistants of culture (e.g. the staff of printing 
tvorks., film studio technicians, art restorers, etc.), the intermediaries 
(curators of museums, librarians, cultural organizers, etca ), the 
distributors (antique dealers, art dealers, bookshops,; record s~ops, etc.), 
the interpreters (actor~, singerst musicians) and 1;he artists themselves: 
~\JI'iters 1 composers, painters, .craftsmen, film. directors, journalists, etc. 
C:ul tural l·<ol~ker.s ar.e an extremely het ez:ogeneous group from the 
point of view of status •. There are self-employed persons,. salaried · 
·.workers .ih the private socto_r:,.anu, ci:vi:l- servants. 
. ... ; ... 
-------
. E-*) In this memorandum, "public authoritiestt refers not only to the Community 
authorities (Community Institutions), but also to the national author-
ities (government, regional and municipal authorities) •... -~ .... 
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Some cultural lrorkers are semi-professionals. This semi-
professionalisr.l is often only a transitional stage - an apprenticeship 
or probationary period - and a large proportion of the cultural 1-rorkers 
uith this status constitute a "reserve" on which the cultural sector 
can drarle 
Common cultural elements 
There are differences bet1-1een the various national and regional 
cultures 1dthin the countries of the Community. There are, holvever, also 
resemblances and affinities. 
These resemblances and affinities constitute the common cultural 
~l~~Is:;: - - - - - - - - - - .... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Euro~an cultural dimensio~ 
It cannot be maintained that, lvhen combined, these common cultural 
elements produce a European culture or a Europea..."l cultural model. These 
two frequently-used expressions are too restricted and inflexible. 
The first is too vague and conjures up a ·uniformity 1-1hich -
fo~tL"lately - does not existc 
The second suggests an unacceptable degree of s-tandardization. 
It is more realistic to say that the mun total of the common 
cultural elements constitutes the European cultural dimension. 
!h.§. £!llf..OJ2e.§:tl_cE).!U£a.1 ,i!imens.!.on is_t,he_rs.SJa.liant_of. 1hs. .£Ult]:!'!!l 
~ls.m~nis_C.2,Illf!!O,!l 1o_a!l_c£unt!:i~s-~d_r~o,as_o! 1h~ QoEFlE:Uit~. 
* 
* ··* 
The reason for the absence of a definition of the word "culture" is 
that· only men of 9ultu~e.are in a position to define it. This is not the 
job of the public authorities. Nor must the public -authorities <;hoose 
between the countless profound or brilliant definitions €iven in the 
co'lirse of the centuries by the great thinkers; or b-etween the excellent 
d~fini1;ions vJhich are· still appearing daily0 This choice must be 
made b,y each individual. The public authorities must not go beyond 
formulating the simple worldng hypotheses essential for proceeding. to 
action and, in pa.rticular1 for laying down the··principles on which their 
action in the cultural sector is to be based ( *). 
~ .. ··~./ ... 
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1. At the Hague Summit Conference, the Heads of State o.r Government 
stated that they regarded Europe as being "an exceptional centre" for the 
development of culture. They also affirmed the need to "safeguard" this 
centre. 
Nor was culture forgotten at the Paris Summit: it was the 
subject of several comments which are reflected in at least six places 
in the Final Declaration. In this, the Heads of State or Government 
included the follm,rl.ng pr.:.rases: "the human and intellectual resources 
of Europe" 1 ''the genius of Europe", "the free movement of ideas'', 
neconomic expansion is not an end in itself", "it should res: __ :;-:: :i.n an 
improvement in the quality of life as well as in standards of .d ving", 
"particular attention ~Jill be given to intangible values and goods-". 
:B'inally7 the Declaration on Ehiropean Identity, adopted at the 
Copenlli~gen Conference, makes it clear that it is realized at the 
highest political level that culture is one of the basic elements of 
this j,denti ty. 
2. vlhat can the Community .undertake in order to do justice to the 
importance attached to culture by the Member States ? It can take action 
to ensure that the cultural sector becomes more active and more 
effective in the service of cul t·ure. 
,Th~ .£ommis.~i.9_n_f~e,ls_thai, ih!i iime ... Jl~s_c.e.m2. f.o.!: !_h2_ Qo!!!ffi~t;z !_o 
]~e~a.2.t!o!l i:_n_t]le_CE:,liU£al ]_e£t£,r_:.i£.9_I'~e,t: }_o_mlnizniz~ !h~ £:i.ffiCE;l!i!ls 
£f~t£i~ .§_e_£t£r~ .. ~d_i!!C]:e!s~ it.§. ,E,r,9.SJ2.0E.ilf_i. · 
The Community action'proposed qy the Commission should lead to a 
·considerable change in the economic and social situ,CJ:t!ion of the .cultural 
sec~ oro 
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The economic and social situation in the cultural sector 
-
3. This can be sunnned up as folious: 
- The exchangra of cultural goods between the countries of the Community is 
still slow, inadequate and subject to conditions -v;hich are too great 
a burden. 
- To date, there has been hardly any movement of cultural t...rorkers between 
the countries of the Community. 
- There is no shortage of novels, paintings or scientific ~rorks in the 
Community. On the other hand, what has been called the "non-public"(l) 
is still much greater in size than the pu.blic. It has, for instance, 
been said that "the only time workers go into theatres is to build 
them"(2). Creative artists are confronted by vast expanses from which 
there is no response, by immense wastelands. It is the audience 
which is lacking - not the i·mrks. Although the Community is markedly 
underdeveloped as regards consumption of cultural products, it is 
certainly not affected b.y any under-development (~ither quantitative 
or qualitative) of cultural ,prpduction. In vieu of this, wha:~ is 
needed i.s to reduce consid~rabi; 'the indifference or inco~pr~hension 
.:, ; 
and to make the greatest possible number of works available to the 
. . ' 
greatest possible number' of p~ople. 
One advantage is that it is no longer necessars· to invent 1:;eys. and means 
of spreading ·culture. Pilot schemes, for instance, have already been 
prepared to cover the fields of equipment, presentation (training of 
cultural organisers, methods1 etc.) and for formulae aimed at alleviating 
. the inadequate .income of some recipients of culture.. The stage of 
·theory and· experiments is far enough advanced for it to be po£sible notv 
., 
to proceed to that of' actual practice. 
(1) 
J2)~ 
. .. ; ... 
Francis Jeanson: "L'aCtion culturelle dans la Cite", Editions du Seuil, J.· .. 
Roger :rianchon, Directeur du Theatne National Populair~ (France): 
"Le !lionde", 2 ~'18¥ 197 4• 
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~~ .. 
. .Among the adverse factors, there is first of all the fact that the cultural 
life of most people is in danger of being reduced to consumption of the 
products of the industries in the cultural sector. Bscause of the lack 
of an overall policy for the distribution of culture, the rapid expansion 
in the new cultural media is threatening the survival of the old media, 
although these have not become redundant. 
Another adverse factor is that, while the public if flooded with mediocre 
cultural "ware" because of its high production capacity and the ubiquity 
of its distribution network, economic constraints represent a considerable 
handicap to cultural eA~ression backed by genuine creative energy • 
. ·' 
Some large companies which produce or distribute cultural goods are 
attempting to set up monopolies or to gain d0minant positions which 
would allow them to ex~rcise an undue influence over people's mindso 
Not much is known about the numbers and the social situation of cultural 
workers. What is certain, however, is that the numbers involved in 
cultural work are too high in relation to the number of openings, and 
that, for a large proportion of them, the income is unsatisfactory. The 
price of some paintings, the size of some authors' royalties and the 
fees paid to some stars (*) should not blind us to the fact that many 
cultural wo;rkers envy specialized factory workers not so much their 
working conditions, but their standard of living. To which should be 
added that when an income considerably below the average is compared to 
. . . 
the steadily incr~asing purchasing power of the population as a whole, 
the limits of what is acceptable are reached. Many categories of cultural 
workers include a l_arge number .of men ap.d women who are "'marginals" -
both financially and socially. 
* 
* * 
... ; ... 
·(*)'·''Nor should one forget the long years of stumbling effort during 
which the income of those who have succeeded - the ttchosen few" 
- reoains at a ridiculously low level. 
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4• This memorandum will first of all explain the principles which are 
to serve as a basis for Community action in the cultural sector (Section I). 
Following that, it will- list, justify and describe the actions which the 
Commission would like to see included in a Community operational progr~ne. 
This programme is sub-divided into 
- application of the Treaty to the cultural sector (Section II); 
cultural preparations for the European Union (Section III); 
cooperation between Member States in the cultural sector {Section IV). 
5• The Commission realises that the programme, depending on onefs 
point of view, could be considered either as too broad or as incomplete. 
In fact 1 it cannot all be put into action il:nmediately. It is necessary to 
decide on priorities. These will emerge gradually during preparatory 
discussions, as a function of the interest which the Member States show 
with regard to the various actions envisaged. Besides, the Commission 
considered it should not go beyond the possibilities which the treaty 
offers, the direct implication of the Summits and actions in which coopera-
tion appears to have the best opportunitie~ for success. 
The programme has three main features: 
- it can be carried out by the simplest of procedures, without twy· 
institutional or legal innovations; 
.it takes account of the positiOJ:lS adopteq. by the. European Parliament 
on the cultural sectpr; 
- it is in keeping lrlth the ideas which have emerged from the work of 
the Council of Europe, the OECD and UNESCO. 
~- J ;, .~ • :. 
····l···~y 
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Procedure~ 
6. It is necessary for the Wunisters responsible for cultural affairs (1) 
to meet regularly in the Council and there should be a ·regular Conference 
ofrepresentatives of the Member States (2). 
·This memorandum is intended to furnish an agenda for the meeti.ngs of 
the Ministers for Cultural Affairs, as well as the subjects on which decisions 
w'ill be taken at these meetings •. 
The decisions will.be taken by the Council when it is a question of 
applying the Treaty, and by the Conference when it is a question of 
cooperation. They will be taken on a proposal of the Commission in the 
former case, and may be taken at the suggestion of the Commission in the 
latter case. 
The mo"tiite forg$ of the European Pg_rliamem, 
7• Two resolutions should be mentionedo 
In the Resolution of 9 May 1973 (3) on the 6th General Report on the 
activities of the Communities, the European Parliament invited the Commission 
"to work out proposals aimed at promoting cultural cooperation at the 
Community level". 
The Resolution of 13 14ay 1974 (4), on the other hand, is concerned 
essentially with protecting the cultural heritage. This protection is, 
.... ; ... 
. (l). Responsibility for cultural affairs rests with the govermnent in all 
countries of the Community, the only difference between countries being 
in the titl~ o:f the government membe:r(s) holding this responsibility. 
For the sake of simplicity, the title "Minister for Cultural Affairs" is 
used 'throughtmt this memorandumfl · · · 
(2) Suggestion of the European Parliament; see Annex I, page 2, item 8. 
(3) OJ No. C 37, 4 June 1973, page 42, paragraph 92. 
(4) OJ No. C 62, 30 May 1974• This text is of such importance for Community 
ac-tion in the cultural sector tha't the Commission felt it necessary 
to append it to this memorandum (Annex I). 
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however, interpreted in a broad sense, with particular reference to inte-
grating it into an overall cultural programme. The European Parlbment, for 
instance, showed its interest in "cultural works 1 both ancient and modern", 
and tackled a number of major problems in the cultural sector. Nor has the 
European ·Parliament restricted itself to proposing actions deriving from 
coo.peration between the M~ber States·(*); it has also advocated measures 
to be taken in application of the Treaty to the cultural sector, and it has 
referred to the Declaration on European Identity of 14 December 1973. 
The contribution of the international organizations 
8. In cultural matters, there is a considerable amount of material 
available in the form of the conclusions deriving from the joint deliberations, 
for which the international organizations have become the privileged forum, 
and from the studies which they have made or commissioned •. Instead of 
repeating the theoretical work which has already been successfully concluded 
by the international organizations, the Community will use this work as a 
basis and draw the maximum profit from it • 
,!n_f~t:!¥~7-th,e_CS?,IJl!!!i~sjp!,! ,l'!i1,l_pi:OJ?:O~e-t,2_ !_h2_ i,n!,e!P~t!,o!_!a1, 2.r~.!a: 
!;i£!1§. !!~s-~d-Ill.28i'!s_o,! ~o.;:e_o;eer,a1i,g,~l_cg,o,Eer,a1i£n.t. 
This cooperation will naturally be devised in such a wa;y that Community 
action in the cultural sector does not duplicate the cultural activities of 
the Council of Europe, the OECD and UNEsco. 
. .. ; ... 
(*) As a general rule, cooperation between Member States consists of 
· action not provided for in the Treaty or which does not follow t:h:e· 
. lines given by the SUI:lmit Conferences - it is outside the scope oi-·' 
on the fringes of the Treaty and the Summits. For ~he Member Statest 
applying the. treaty and following the linea given by the summit does 
not .amount .to cooperation - it is a Comm\mity act, .not a.n act of 
cooperation. 
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Section I _ ........................... 
THE PRINCIPLES 
q ·-· 
9. The Community action in the cultu~al sector will be based on four 
principles. 
10. !h!:. .Qo~i,t;z ~1l_nE,t_int.£rf.e.£.e_in .£Ult!:!!'.£l_c.£.e~tion,_~t-w_!.ll 
~oncs:_rn it~elf_e,asc};.1.1§.i.;!e];,y_w.!,th, h,e1,Pin~ !,o_s~r2.f1:1 .su!t:J:!I'.!:.• 
11. Cultural creation must be completely independent of the public 
authorities, because of both substance (ideological liberty of the content) 
and form (opportunities for new styles). It is particularly necessary fo~ 
creative workers and young people to feel perfectly at ease in culture -
evert if they oppose present-day society. The public authorities uust 
therefore not retain any right to intervene in creative activities, since 
this would lead creative workers and young people to suspect that there was 
collusion between culture and the economic, social and political structures. 
Besides this, even though young people are turning their backs on forms of 
culture which they feel to be obsolete (whether rightly or wrongly is 
immaterial), they - or the vast majority of them - nevertheless attach great 
value to culture which seems to them to be close to the age in which they 
are 'living and which is in tune with the future they want. I~ is therefore 
essential that they should have no grounds for fearing that, by interfering 
in creation, the public authorities might be in a position to hinder 
renovatiol'l and innovation - to prevent culture being constantly questioned 
and, in a sense, reinvented. 
12• The Community has an additional reason over and above'those of the 
nationai authorities for not interfering with creation; any intervention by 
it might affect the varied spectrum of national· and regional cultures,. This 
variety, however, is o~e ,of the r,iches of the dommunit;y-. Creative workers 
'mus~ not be led ·to obliterate, :under an .a!lbitra.rily :induced uniforoity, the 
diversity passe<l down to tb,ffi!l by ~heir predec-rssors •. ·: ~ fact, ~they must be 
able to continue anQ. even to develop it• . " ·' . ~· ' 
... ; ... 
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}3, Diffusion ,in ~eeE-pg wi.Jh culture itself 
13. !h.§l .9.0E.P~t;}!: 1~ ~s~i§.t~.Qe_i,U .!!i!~s!on .:till_t~~ ~C.QOBPi £f_tJle 
,!aE,t_t_ha]. .£UltJli'~ .£rsao!£s_n.£ li£iiaii£tl§. :::. in_eit,heE, ~s,;Qe.£1.a. ii!!!e_o.!: ~~1.,2• 
14. Culture is not restricted to literature, music and the plastic 
arts. It has at least four aspects:. 
- the aesthetic aspect: literature, music and the plastic arts; 
the scientific aspect: science and technology; 
- the physical aspect: sport and open-air activities; 
- the social aspect: Man among his fellows; Man in the econo~, in 
his working environment and in his life; lv!an in the city and in politics. 
Time 
--
15. Culture does not look only to the past, to the cultural heritage, 
but also bridges the present and culture under development. Culture is 
never finished - it is constantly being made. Culture belongs t.o the 
present and future just as much ~ to the past. 
16. Culture extends to the cultures of specific groups. No style of 
culture is exc~uded (*). There is also no lesser style of culture • 
. ~./ ... 
(*) A Parliamentary question, by the very fact of its being raised, was 
extremely useful in reminding us that the circus, for instance, is 
also . .: f'orm of. culture.. The circus is appreciated not only by . 
·children, but also gives pleasure to adults. l'dth advanced cuitilral 
·-tastes. It even has the p6wer to bring the spectators together ·in 
SU;Ch a way that t in spite 'of the differences in age and Cultural _ 
' levelt they quickly_ become a "public", i.e. a group pf people 
unanimous in 'their surprise and admiration. Besides t,his, the ci;r9ua 
gi yes young J:!eople · a.hd ·a·large numbe%' o'f older people a. certain 
initiation in the plastic p.rts - have not_ painters found in it e; · 
.. :rich so1;U'ce ·of inspiration ? ,. 
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Provided the quality is there, culture benefits from a song just a.s much 
as from a poem. 
~L .. I:9J2~la.r nature of d.iffi:sion 
17 • !h.§. £i!fJd.sion. .Q.f_c!!li~e_{]loih_old_~_n.£wl ~ll_b.£ .!la!!i.£all;[ 
.J2.0.J21!la£• 
18. All socio-occupational categories have an equal right to culture 
and an equal need for it. The Community will affirm that the right to 
culture is one of the social rights, like the right to work and the 
right to education. The greatest possible number of people - each one 
with his or her human e~~erience and occupc~ion~l skills - should take 
part in criticizing and adapting the proposed sulture and in cultural 
creation. 
D. Autonom;y of cultural action 
19o _QO!)F~t;z ~C!,i.Q.n_i!,l. !h.£ .£Ult];I'~l_S,£C_!_o_r ~])_b_2 ~U,iO!,l.O_EO~S 
!h~_n£t_i!2.ola!e~. 
20. Cultural advancement is one of the factors in both economic and 
social progress. Increasingly, culture is even represented as being the 
outcome of economic development and the culmination of social progress. 
However, if Community action in the cultural sector were to be justified 
by the requirements of economic development or social progress, this 
action would risk soon becoming subordinated to economic or social con-
siderations, and would hence be affectedbythe repercussions of all 
their ups and downs. 
2lo Comraunity action in the cultural sector will not be integrated with 
any other Community action. Links will merely be established between this 
action and, for instance, other action in the fields of social policy, 
education, further education, the environment and research. These links 
1cill not be consubstantial or based on a principle, but purely operationalt 
and t-dll function under conditions of mutual independence. 
. .. ; ... 
\ 
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Section II 
APPLICATION OF THE TREATY TO THE CULTURAL SEOI'OR 
~- . 
22 0 More than a few Treaty provisions have already been applied to 
the cultural sector. However, this has been dona without any overall will 
or concept for Community action in this sector, and hence with dispersal of 
effort. 
ln_t,he_C,9_m,1n_s: ~e!!rl!t_end,2a~O:\!I'~ ~h.£Uld_b_£ E}_a£:e_t_£ !!Chi~V.£ £0!;Sisient, 
t.ull_an<I_c_£~r.£ni .§ll>,£l!,cQ:ti:.o!1 £f_the_T.te!!t~ ,io_the_cE;l,i~al ~e_<?.t£_r. 
1:.. Free motrem,ent of cultural goods 
23. The obstacles to the free movement of cultural goods consist 
particularly of administrative formalities. 
List of administrative formalities 
24. Ma~ Community citizens - not only those producing or distributing 
cultural go~ds, but also those acquiring them - have often had occasion 
td note the existence and scope o:f thes.e formalities, which are therefore 
widely known. It is, however, necessary to have a precise la;lowledge of them, 
and·for this reason, the Commission intends to instruct its d~partments to 
draw up a descriptive. anq. anaJ.y-tical list • 
!h~ .Qo!P.ffiis~i_g_ii._will .!:e£IU.£si ,ili!:, M~b.s,r_S,ia,ie~ ,io_i!,!s.irEPi.ih5ii£. 
.£O!!UJ_£t_£n,i £:e,IP!:tEent.!l ,io_c,g,o.J2e!:a.ie_i!,! .9J'~Wj_ng ~-thill :li.§.t~ ~ .... ·. 
VJithout this cooperati?n, there might be~t in particular, a lack of 
< -· • 
o~jectivity in the list, if insufficient information was given to the 
.. 
Commission's departments about the possible justification for certain 
fo:r:-mali ties. 
;-'• 
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Simplification of the formalities 
25. This involves the export formalities to be completed: 
- when a cultural product is to remain in the other Coomunity country 
into which it is taken; 
in order to obtain exemption from the fiscal charges, in the case 
of cultural material £md works of art which will be returning to the 
country of origin. This also applies to tours of shows, concerts, 
festivals, exhibitions, etc • 
.Qn_t,he_b~sis_of lh2. !i.§.t_o.£-t~!!~ ,i~o~ih.2. £0,2.P.2,r.§!:ti.o!! .£f_i,is 
,J!e,Rel£t~en_t.§. !!tl£ ih~ .£O£U>~t2.11! £e,Ra.!:,t£!e!lt.§. .£f_th_e_!42.mE_e£_ §.t~t2.s.a. ih~ Qo!!!ffii_S§.i.£n 
J:P.1l_s~b£i:E. :E,o_t,he_C.£tt!!cil_cl£a.ft_p!:.o.Eo.§.als.~whi.£h_wjJl .£O!!sid2.r~b1Y 
.£.i.Ew1ifY_t,he_f.£raali.ii2_s_o.t ,!!ill.J.!£b,to£u_£e_n£w_a,nd_si,m,£12.l:'_f.£rs,a1.iii2.s 
,io_r.2Pla£e_t,he_f£r~~ _2n~s. ( 1) 
In particular, the cash security required under the present 
regulations for "temporary import" could be replaced by a moral guarantee 
{given either by the p~rson responsible for the event .or by his . 
professional a.s,sociation). 
In the case of the "ej{J>ort ·licences"· which are still req'liired 
for the export of certain cultural goOds which the Member States involved 
consider mcy form part of their heritage, the Commission will ask· the 
Member States involved to abolish these - provided their retention is 
not justified for "the protection of national treasures possessing 
artistic, historical or archaeological value•• (2). 
Retention of certain formalities 
26. '!hs £!e.£i§.i.2.n§. .Q.n_the_a£!minisfr.s!:t1v'Sl .t:o.tm.5J:l.itie§. hi!'!dsring ih~ f.r~e 
l!O,Ye£lS;Ut}_Of .£Ult!!l'~l..$£_O£s_w~.l]:. .n,oi if>_sf2. !a,t !!B_tf2. ~b.£l!sh !:ll fo,tm!:li:_t!e§.e 
... ; ... 
(i)' • S~gestion of the European Parliament: see ANNEX I, page 2, paragraph 9. 
(2) Article 36 of the Treaty. 
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Although simplified formalities are by no means incompatible with 
effective control t there can be no c'ontrol without some formalities. 
·control· is necessary ·for three reasons : · 
the need to levy taxes, until taxation has been harmonized in the 
Community; 
even after harmonization,· the need to prevent thefts of cultural 
goods; 
the continuting need to protect the.national heritages. 
v1lhen drafting the decisions to be proposed to the Council, the 
Commission will take pains to ensure that these decisions, while making 
it possible to achieve-the objective- assigned to the COIDI!l1L."'lity under 
the Treaty - of liberalizing trade, shall not be such as to make thefts 
easier or to jeopardize the national heritages .. 
27. Thefts from private collections, galleries, museums and-
particularly - churches are increasing in number. Although producers, 
distributors and purchasers of cultural goods should be affected ~s little 
as possible - in keeping with the aims of the Treaty - by the control 
formalities, this control must continue to make things difficult for 
thieves. The work of the specialists who meet regularly under the 
auspices of UNESCO is a valuable source of information and reflection 
concerning the precautions to be included in the decisions whiyh the 
Commission \rill propose to. t_he Co~cil. 
!h~ _QOEJPlS.~:i£n_w_tll iaJ£e_t,hi,!i j!O~_i,EtS?_ !h!l SI'~a!_e~t_PS?_S~i.!ll~ 
..c:.onsid.2.r~tion,_while_ai ih!l .§.~e_tim!l ,g,ontin£ing_iis_c£OJ2e£a.ii.£n_w1,th ~iP· 
28• ·· Article 36 of the Treaty lays down that the provisions of the 
-Common IVlarket do not 'deprive the :Member ,States of the right to prohibit 
exports to another Community \country 'of "rtational treasUres possessing 
artist~c 1 historic or archaeological value"• 
., . (. · .. :,. ; . 
. .. ; ... 
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One of the decisions l'ihich the Coilli!lission will submit to the 
------------------------------
.QO,Wl£.il j!i].,l_lN_d,2.w,n £.r!t~ria ... b~s~d_o.u ih~ ~~~-r~itz,_<malilv_a.ud 
.m.a,tk~t-~l.ue _o! .£ltl tE}'!:l_g£o~s.!. 
These criteria will not be .restricted to "national treasures", 
since they must also taka account of cultural goods which, although not 
"national treasures", are one of the riches of each country - their value 
being intangible rather than material. Moreover, the criteria will be 
such that they will not allow the Member States to be either over-generous 
or under-generous with regard to exports. There are two reasons for 
thinking that excessive generosity would not be justified. 
.... If certain masterpi~ces had formally been 1.e:f't where they were, they 
would have remained almost unknown for a long time. Nowadays, however, 
it is less necessnry to bring. the works to those likely to. be interested 
in them, since the development of transport makes it possible for 
·specialists, art-lovers and even the general public to go to the works. 
It is better to promote cu1tural tourism rather than to move the works 
of. art. 
·It is in the general interst to leave masterpieces in the environment 
in which they were conceived and executed, since it is there that they 
.can be best appJ:>eciated. 
I~ however, the criteria made it possible to prohibit' almost all 
exports, there is a danger that the Member States might fail to fulfil 
the conditio:J:ls of Apt~cle 36: the Member ~tates must not .~ beyond what 
is jl1s-!'ifiab~e for the prot·ection of their heritage; .. ~~. the. s~e time, the 
export ban "shall not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a 
disguised restriction on trade between· Member Statesn. Neither should the 
criteria induce the Member States to disregard the fact that the export 
of a ·cultural wo:r-k to another Community c61mtry or to a third. country 
i~creases, in 'the former cafi~, the influenc~ of·the culture· of thec6Untry 
·of origin within the :CommUnity, and, in ··the latter case, the international 
: ' ' . . . :. _: . . ~-influence of the European '"cultural·dimension· and of the culture of ·the 
country of origin. 
. .. ; ... 
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"Cor:nnunity heri~ 
29. Qn~ .£r'.9l.t _<1e_£i~iE,:q_wj)J.1n.1r£dJlC.,2 ,ih~ _£0,!3C,2P,1 s_f_''.Qo!!!ID.:!!llitiL 
heri t aP'e "• 
.. -- .... -.. -
This new concept will not replace that of national heritage in all 
cases, but will increasingly be taken into consideration. 
If the stage is reached where the nine national heritages are 
regarded as a single Community heritage, it will be possible to simplify the 
administrative formalities to a much greater degree than would be possible 
if the concept of national heritages were ~etained. Thus, there is nothing 
to prevent the formalities being limited to those required for the 
prevention of theft and for a reduced control, the only aim of which would 
be to ensure that a cultural work does not pass through another Community 
country to be exported finally to a third country. 
The Community right of pre-emption would of course not replace the 
national rights of pre-emption, but would exist alongside .. them. 
The intermediate' stage would' be the· setting-up of a fU.."ld to help 
the Member States in bujing works which were in danger of being exported to 
a non-member country • 
• ,, , ... It sometim&s happens that a Member State, while not having felt it 
necessary to stop the export of a work of art, nevertheless regrets the fact 
that a lack of budgetary fundS prevents it from exercising it!;! right o;f pre-
emption. In this case, the Fund would add its financial re~our~~s to those 
whic~ the Member State was in a position to put up. 
' ; • > '. •• 
In the·:case of ~:-.operation by_:the Fund- eit'her at the request of a 
• ' • < ' • 
:Member a{at e or on _the' initiative of the 'Community ;it self, after the establish-
. ~e111t ·of the .Community .right :of··pr~emption - ~h~ work. Purc,hased .·would not go 
to an~~her of the Nine, but would remain' iri the country benefiting from the 
operation. ' · · ·' : ···; · . .; '··' · · . ' 
... ; ... 
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B. Free movement of cultural workers 
30., The prooedure will be the same as for the free movement of 
cultural goods. 
List of obstacles 
-.--· ~
31. As with the barriers to the free movement of cultural goods, some 
of the obstacles to the free movement of cultural workers are administrative -
long and complicated formalities. Others are legal - particularly the 
requirement for ttnational" qualifications. Yet others, finally, are 
social. Exercising a profession in another country for a few years, for 
instance, mey slow down the cultural worker's career and reduce his 
pension rights. 
The nature and effect of these obste.cles are tddely knovm (1 ). It 
is, however, essential to have a more detailed knowledge of them. 
ji,1h_t_he_c.2,o,;g,e.r.a;li,gn_-_whi£h_i! j!ill_r~<U!e£t_f.£O!! !h~ !e,mbS,r_S;laie.!-
. . ~ ' . 
,2f_t,he_c£_InJ2e1e,ut_n~tjpn,al i;U1h.2.I'1ti,e.§,1_th,e_C.2,lll!Poi!,sio.ul:{!ll_i]lsir.1!c!it2. 
' . . . ' 
se.P.a;t:.t.ment~ ~.o-d.ta..l'! llJ'_a._m.2,t!,vi:t~d_li,s1 .2,f_th,e_a.Sminis!ri;tiv.2,_l~l_a,ud 
social obstacles to the free movement of cultural workers • 
... .. - - ... - --......... - --.. - --- -·- ....... - - - .... --
Elimination of the obstacles· --~-------------------~~ 
32. ·· 1fuereas the admiriistrative formalities hainporing the free movement 
of cultural goods cannot always be abolished (2), those hampering the free 
movement of cultural worlters can - and hence should - be elimina.t ed. This 
applies also to the leg~ and social obstacles. 
. .. ; ... 
(1) ~N-at.-ur~e;;.,...;;:;o~f_t~h;;.;eo.-;o.,;;;b,;;.;,st.;;.;a.;;;;,;c~: all cultural workers know how diffipult it 
is for them to settle - even temporarily - outside the national 
frontiers. · · · 
~fe_ct .of, the obs;ta..cz.~: theatre-goers, for instance, are aware that, apart 
from a few· forei~ companies on tour and a few stars whose presence is 
. considered_ indispensable, they hardly· ever see actors from another 
Community country - even when there is no language barrier _to justify 
. keeping these actmrs out• Musicians (not so much the soloiSts, but at 
_least .those pl<wl.ng in. the anoeymity of an orchestra} are no .better off 
'in this . respect than actors. ' . . .. . ' . ' 
(2) The drawbacks of the abolition of certain foz,nalities are gi~~ in 
' •· 'paragraph 26. 
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!~ .Qown.1s!i£.n_wj)l, §,U,1!m,1t_t£, ih2. Qo,l¥1S,il,!h£.s~ ,9;e~i~i,2n!l !!h!cJl,.J.!l 
.ih~ li~i £f_th,e.J.j,s1.,_al'..P~~ 1!1el,Y_t,£.1e~-t£,,lh2, ,ta.2i.S 2,1i:,m!.n!:t,!o,U E.i 
.1~ ~dm.iUi~,r.a~t.i.~e.~. l.e~al ~ ~osi~l_o.£sia.£1,2s_t£, ih-2. ,!r~e_m£_v~§P! £_f 
su.lt!l!'~l_w.,2,rls,e,ts_(* ). 
The decisions proposed will differ according to whether they refer 
to salaried cultural workers (who must benefit from freedom of movement in 
the strict sense of the Treaty) or independent cultural workers. These 
latter must benefit from the right of establishment and the provision of 
services. 
In many cases, this will involve the question of mutual recognition 
of diplomas, certificates and other titles. 
YoRPR cultural worket! 
33. In this case, the Community alreaqy has specially adapted facilities 
available.· 
_'!!h~ .£oEJPl!s~i£,n_wj,ll. .s_u.E,mi t_ t.2, !h.£. .Qoan.£il J!le~¥~s_wh,i.£h_Wil.! SP.in.... 
,!lP_t£. zoWl~ £U1t];r~l-w_£rl£e,ts_i,UCE,e,i!:S.,Eld_o.l?J>2riuai!i.£.s_f£r_pFio,9.s_o! ,te~i~e,uc,£. 
j,n_a:.lo~h.2.r_c£U!ftLY_o! 1.h.2. .Q.O!!!Pl~tilr;..a! .£_rfl:a:2i!ea EP.s!e.!: !rli.£1~ 10. .. .0!<th.2. !r~a.lY• 
The young cultural workers. trill derive particular benefit from these 
stays abroad. One need only think of the professional enrichment which a 
period of activity in a new working environment (l-rhere different methods are 
·, 
employed) will give to, for instance, a young musician. or craftSI!lan•. M,oreover, 
the participation of young cultural workers will give a ~ew impetus' to the 
application of Article 50, which has been extremely inadequate up till now. 
c, Economic aspects . • I 
34. The deci~ions w~icl~ the Gommissi9n .will ~bmi,t to the Council. on the 
..... '· • A .; ' 
economic aspects of .t?e. cultural se.ctoi' will pe .based: pn a series :of st;udies • 
. ~.; ... 
0*) Suggestion of the European Parliament: see ANNEX I, page 2, paragraph 9• 
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Statistics 
._.. ""' r ...,.,. 
35• . Arter analysing the statistics available on the cultural sector, 
the Statistical Office of the European Communities will compile the statistics 
relating to this sector until such time as it is in a position to prepare 
"satellite accounts - cultural sector" ( * ). The preparation of "satellite 
accounts - cultural sector" is in keeping with the recent trends within the 
Community to integrate into the economic accounting (particularly the basic 
nomenclatures) social factors which have been neglected or inadequately 
studied up till now. The analysis of cultural activities must .form part of 
this more detailed examination. 
On the basis of the large amount of data already in its possession, 
:the statistical Office will also carry out two studies giving descriptions and 
forecasts: 
- one deaiilng with the "cultural expenditure" of households; 
- the other with the working hours. 
In conjunction with the results obtained by the Council of'Europe for 
the.national and local government cultural budgets, the first study ldll mate 
it wssible, bY adding the sums which are (and Will be) ·made available for 
' .cult~e by public authoritie~ and private persons, to assess the present (and 
future) turnover in the cUltural sector. . The second study will· provide an 
estimate of the free time which is (and will be) available for leisure and ... 
more particUlarly- for culture. This will make it possible to.assess the total 
consumption of cultural goods and services - in other words, the demand which 
the :Cultural sector will have .to satisf;r. 
. ... ; ... 
(*) ."Satellite accounts" are a collection of accounts with concepts and 
definitions corresponding .. to .. those .of national accounting. They are 
naturally more detailed, for each field covered, than the national accounts, 
and also more coherent than .conventional :statistics. 
. - \. ' ' ' . . ,' 
.. The ~atistical Office i-ntroduced "sat.ellite· accounts - scientific 
research" in 1972, and plans to introduce "satellite accounts - education". 
' ! ' 
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}E ..;;;an._c.h,_e.-s_o.f..._.t;;,;;h,;,:;e:.....;c;.::u:.;;l.::.tur.;;;:;.oa:::ol;;;...,:s,_e;;.;c;.;t;.;:oo:.r 
36. The Commission will instruct experts to ca:rry out several studies, each 
one of which will deal with a branch of the cultural sector: publishing, the 
crafts, the theatre, the cinema, the circus, etc. For each branch considered, 
the study will examine the following: 
receipts, investments, prime costs and profitability; 
- two factors which have a considerable influence on profitability • 
subsidies (the existence of wluch will have to be checked from country 
to country and ta:x:a:tion; 
the social situation (which cannot be isolated from the economic 
situation): number 'of persons employed~. remuneration, social eecur.ity 
benefits, working conditions, unemployment, etc. 
- Because of the lack of information, it could give only a partial answer to 
the Parliamentary' question mentioned above {*). 
The differences in subsidies (if My) and taxation create distortions of 
competition whibh are of extreme importance for a form of entertainment 
!Vhich, by its very nature, is particUlarly suited to international exchanges. 
The study devoted to the circus will serve as a testing"-groUl1d f.o:r t~e 
' .. ' " . ' 
studies on the other branches of the cultural sector. Since there are not 
many circuses, this study can be carried out easily and· finished fairly 
rapidly. 
~:..-ru,.;;;;;c..;,tur--.e.;,.,.;o;.;f:;......;t;,;;h;.;e,__m .. a.s.-.s ... m..,e;;;,;di;;;:;·;;,;;;a 
37 • The Commission will study the documentation available on the structure of 
the mass media in the countries of 'the Coinmuriity. 
. .. ; .... 
(*) . See· footno~e on page 10. 
This question was on the taxes to which circuses~ are liable in the various 
countries of the Community and the financial aid to which they were 
entitled in the different Member St~tes. 
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'1 1 
!h~ ,te~.tl,t_o!! .9.0.E!.P!F!tiv2. $0!lzs,is_s]lo1!1!! !.UE.the.t _!ti~la,1e_i!!e!s 
.san_tD,e_djl£ul!i.!?.n .. :.O!. .£U!t2.1'~ Jih!,c.h ,!!t_p.£e_!~t_a,tEll_~v~l,2P.!,n.e£ ~v~r~Jle,te• 
If one holds the ~ew that the various cultural media are less 
compatitive than complementary, the essential problem is how to ensure the 
survival of the more traditional without holding back the impetus of the 
more modern. It is possible to achieve this by a strategy which makes 
balanced use of all of them (libraries and audio-visual, cinema and tele-
Vision, etc.); that is to sey according to an overall policy Hhich 
attributes to each its most appropriate role. The particular suitability 
of each of the media depends both on its own characteristics (its method 
of expressiont its language ...... ) and on the econooic cirmunstances in 
which it is placed. 
38. The Commission will take the middle path between two extre!lles when 
examining cases involving compliance with the Treaty rules on competition by 
undertakings engaged in the cultural sector: 
- the undertakings should not be prevented from cooperating or. amalgamating; 
. free competition should be maintained or established between· them. 
Qgoperatiqn and &Aglgamations 
39. If the· cultural sector of the Community is unable to 
- achieve a certain degree of standardization in the carriers of eulture 
(particularly in the hardware of the new media.), the reS'liit will. be 
increased wastage·; 
achieve and distribut~ an output of adequate quality and quantity, as 
: .. "' , .. 
regards the works and their c<:J,rriers, the Coi!II!lon Market would offer a 
gap which the cultural industries of third countries would be ready to 
fill - not without deleterious effects in the econocic, social and 
cultural spheres. 
. .. ; ... 
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!h~ .s:,ultll}'!_l_'Ll!!ds.r1~i~E_ ,!n_t,he_C,2JDE~;.tY_rn,ss,i !~r~f£.r.2 £e_a]?,l,!! 
.:to_c_£n£1,1ld~ ~e~m~n,is_o_u ~-~r.E.d1lcii£n.J. join! ,te~e~£h.a. 9!c!o.li~ii.2nJ. ~t.£• 
,It_InE,s!, ,2;l~o-b~ JlO~sib1.e_fE,r_Ulld~r!,a.!£i~ ,£ll_~lllli1Y_s£_ale_t£, 
_£e_s~-u..£ i,n_t,he_c:!alill!.al E_est2.r• 
40. .It_mls:t.Uo:tJ?.eJ>£.SE,i]ll~ !o,t .~.o.se_l~r£i:e_c,2m~a:liE,s_e_ug~!:_d_in ,ih2,. 
_E!'£d~c::t~i£n_o,t £i~,ti$l.ii,g,n_o! ~ty,!l_g_q_o,i!s_eit.he!. !,o_s~t_uJl !J: !E,OEOJ201;Y_o!, 
,1o_a.E,~ir,e_a_d,2.m~1Jlo.£iii.£.n_w,hi£h_w.£uld_all.£w_t,!lem .:to_f.e.rse_m~di~ £.r 
~!J:ll ~§;e,t't~~S-O};lt_o! ;lh~ ma£k~t. 
In the cultural sector, medium and small undertakings fulfil a 
purpose for which they are indispensible, taking the risks - which large 
companies are inclined to decline - of research, diversification, quality and 
non-conformism. If only a few large companies were left on the market, they 
would be tempted to produce only that kind of culture from which they 
expected the maximum profit - a consumer-orient~d production policy. 
E~ State subsidies 
41. Whenever the Commission is called upon to judge a ~ase.in which a 
cultural undertaking is affected by the application of Artic.les 92 and 94 of 
the Treaty, it will be fully aware of the fact that.implementation of these 
Articles is extremely delicate in the cultural sector and that, at the same 
time, it m~ prove extremely fruitful. 
Flexible ap;glication of Articles 92 to. 94 
. . • t :.···' 
42. The consu.oers of culture must be the arbiters of its· form ·~f 
distrib"qt~on •. , This, however, means that they must be in a position to exercise 
e~ effective choice. If distribution were left to obey the law of supply and 
demand, they would be _depriyed of this choice, mnce some works - and evert 
some media - would be doomed to failure. Subsidies for·. culture are acceptable 
,, 
... ; ... 
.·· 
.. 
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provided they are intended not to abolish the law of supply and demand, but 
to alleviate its effects. 
1fo_.g;~1,!i,!lel,y_~li'Ul:a! !c.ii2ft-1.v_c.:;:n_d.!sRe.!ls~ l'!iih_fi11f!n£if:l_a_!.d 
,trs_m_th,e.J>l!bJ.i£ 9:_u,ih.2,rj.ti,e~. 
The growth of the cultural sector and trade in the goods it produces 
would be jeopardized b.y an insufficiently flexible application of Articles 
92 to 94o 
43o Application of ~icles 92 to 94 will have the positive effect of 
induc~~.ng the Member States to agree their reapecti ve cultural policies and 
to r~a"':'lnvnize -~hem in the direction of progress. 
F. Ta.xatio.s, 
Value added tax 
44• · The Commission recently made two amendments to its proposal for a 
Sixth Directive ( * )~ 
- "The supply of services by authors, writers, composers, lecturers, 
journalists, actors and musiciansn will be e:x;empt from VAT, "provided 
they themselves are not involved in publishing or reproducing their 
works" (Article 14); 
- in the case of "original works of art created by the hand. of the artist, 
antiques, collectors' items and stamps and coins being collectors' items", 
. the basis of assessment for the .. VAT will be the dealerts· profit ·margin 
(Article 26 ). 
f .••• ; ...... 
·. (*) • ''Proposal to the Council fbr a si~h directive on the harmonization 
of ·the· legisl-ations of the Member States concerning turnover ta.Jtes ·-
common system of value added tax: uniform ba.sis of assessment"; 
COM(73) 950 final. 
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It is pernissible to ask oneself t-Jhether exemption should be 
erlended to include creative artists in the plastic arts sector. 
~t....::t .. _l~t~r_d~t~~r-w!leE. ,ih~ .Qo!E,ID,is~i2_n_i~ _sa})~d_U,RO!! io_s,B;bE!ii ,lo 
_!h~ .Qo~'1.£.il!: gr:£,P£,S~_o,!l! lli!e,Stj.v~ !..0!:.. J28-!m2.niz&;tio~ 2_f_V!,T_r~t~,.s.J. ,ih,2. 
.£o2ffiiS!,i.£,n_lrJj,_l,1. m~e_a_d~t~iJ_e,<.! _[t~d;! .£f_t]le_P£_S~i~il:,i:tv_o! ~~lJj._ug_a_m,liCJl 
,r.e_:!U£_e.\! .r,a!e_t£ .£Ult.B.I'~l-~oJ!s_a:ad_s~r.:!i£e~ .(t]lel:t.r.e~, .... c£11£e!.t~,_cj.n,£ID!?;S..L 
_£i_;;:C.1a;,S~S..\. J:lU~GJ.l!TI~t-e,;&:libiti,Q.n}it_e!,c,,!)• 
AmJEX II contains a number of initial ideas on the exemption of 
creative artists in the plastic arts sector ~~d on the introduction of a 
reduced rate for original v10rks of art, antiques, and collectors' items. 
Harmonization of taxation on cultural institutions 
45• The foundations, associations and societies engaged in distributing 
culture are stepping-stones on the path to public participation. The 
patronage involved in their financing reduces the burden o~ the State. 
The Commission will recommend to the Member States that there ___ ..: ____ ................... _ _. ______ ... ...,_ ........... _ _.._....,_ 
~.9,.u.,ld_b2_.ia.!~X~m,Rti,o_u,_a~!B:£. ~S_l)£1.Sl!i.!?.l~,_f,£r_f~d~ti,O!lS,J.,2:S~O£.il:t!O!!S 
~.9. ~o.£i2.tie~ ~~a,ge.:! !n_c.}!l!,U£,e.a. ~s_w~ll!:s_f,£r_th,e_g!f,is~~d_l~~c.!,e~ 
made to them • 
... .... ... ... ... .... 
This l-Jill induce the Member States to discuss possibilities for the 
. harmOniBaficn of, the systems of t~xation on cultural foundations and 
patronage (! ). 'The ha.rm~nization win be tol"rards the most favourable system 
.. 
.. 
of taxation. 
G. ApproXimation of nationp.l· laws 
46. The suggestions of the European Parliament will. lead. to the choice 
of twc examples of approximation or national laws. 
·. (*).''Suggestion of the European Parliament: see ANNEX I, pag~ -3, 
paragraph 10. 
The European Parliament mentioned royalties and "other related 
intellectual property-rights~(*) •. 
~aJtie~ 
47. The fact· that the Commission has had to enforce ·changes to some 
. . 
of the practices of some royalty companies illustrates the need for the 
Commission to proceed beyond the stage of ad hoc decisions. To achieve this1 
the Council must issue decisions aimed at approximation of the national 
laws on this subject. 
Far from restricting the inheritance rights and the moral interests 
ot the authors, the approximation of the national laws will put an end to 
situations whioh are contrary to these interests. Of the provisions at 
present in force, 
- some perpetuate discrimination on the grounds of nationality, such as 
is prohibited by Article 7 of the Treaty; 
- others, by the roundabout way of exclusive rights and various 'privileges, 
•; 
t;-'ive rise to monopolistic situations which reduce the liberty of those 
whose works are being distributed; 
- othem hamper the exchange of cultural works; 
.. 
- others distort the conditions of competition in the common ma.rke~~-
The approximation of national laws will, amon:g other things, provide·· 
. -·· . . 
an opportunity, to adapt the· different royalty eystems to the modern means of 
. oommunica~ion - video-cassettes, cable television, telecommunications 
satellites, etc. In the context of these me~.ns of communication,· rna.ny 
provisions are out-dated and, because of the lack of modern provisions, 
some of the problems raised are still unsolved. k composer whose music is 
tr~~smitted by satellite cannot .be paid on the same basis as one whose music 
was pleyed at village dances. 
Finally, since pictures a;re becoming more and more important, 
particu1ar attemion will be paid to photographers' royalties ....... . 
· ........ ; ... . 
( *) See ANNEX It page 3, paragraph 11. 
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£\;rtists resale rig!lt 
48., The artists resale right is generally considered one of the "other 
related intellectual property-rights". It is certainly the co.pyright of the 
creative artists in the plastic arts, since it. guarantees them (or their 
heirs) a percentage of the price fetched at sales subsequent to the intial 
sale made by the artists themselves (1)., In countries where there is no 
resale right, the capital gains on a painting or a sculpture are of no 
benefit to the artist or his heirs. No matter how high or how frequent they 
m~y be (a work of art often changes hands several times), they benefit only 
the owners e.nd the middlemen. The artists resale right is appl:i.ed 
to auctions, in Belgium, France and Germany only; 
- to sales by art dealers, in Germany only. 
The CoiiiLlunity is thus faced 
- in some countries, With a situation which is unfair to the artists; 
in other cauntries, with discrimination detrimental to these countries. 
Sales are moving to those countries and those types of transactions 
in which .there .is no resale r~ght. This m13ans that there is justification for 
Comrrnuri. ty action under Article 100 of _the. T.reaty. Another Community problem 
is the mere fact that the artists .. resale rigl~t already forms part of the 
legislation of five ,countries of the Cor;ununi,ty. 
•' .. . . ' ' 
.illJJtT.'£.~~ti~ ,lh~ l,~s_o,n ih~ !lr!iE_t]. !:e~aJ.e_r,igl!t_whi£h_al,r,£.a_c1y_e~.§.t_i!! !i~e 
.£OE.lllrie§. ,2_f_th,e_C,9.~U£.d!Y_<.§).& !!ill_e,!t~n_a ih~ ~l:.li.c!:tio!l ,2f_th_~_rj.gh,t~t.2. 2;11 
~.'!;; ••..• 
-----(1) 
(2) 
·Novelists, playwrights and composers, ·for instance, obtain a percentage 
.. hh~ roya~ties) _of th~ receipts_~eal~~ed_by ~~ell of,'_,');he~r wo:rks1. so that 
they are financin.lly associated with the success of the . work. all throp.g!! 
,U,s...£~- and not just 'when i"t first appears• ·· · · ·· 
These la·ws are discussed in ANNEX III • 
• •• ., ' • If 
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In particular, this approximation should deal with the types of 
transaction (auctions, sales by dealers, sales between private persons) 
and with the rate of the royalty - which at present vn.ries from .country 
to country. 
li• Social pglicx 
Cultural ~ion and social R£1icx 
49• Culture was not the surest answei"'to all the drawbacks of the affluent 
society which were being denounced not so long ago. Nor can it make up 
for all the shortages of which we are now afraid. Speaking generally, 
although a lot may be expected of culture, we must not ask more of it 
than it can give. It is nevertheless true that cU.lture is in .a position 
to support social policy. It can, for instance, help to implement 
participation, on the need for which the Paris Summit placed such great 
emphasis. This is because cultural action is in a position to bridge the 
gap which is being formed between the knowledge of specialists and that of' 
non-specialists. If there was no spread of culture, there would be no 
point in promising more participation~ J~hing done under such so-called 
"participation" would be nothing but a battle - and a consist~tly unequal 
one at that. 
On· the other ·ha.nd, cultural.action would be doomed to failure if there 
Was no effective social poliqy·to overcome the difficulties in the fields of 
security of employment' ~~ distribution of wealth, job fragmentation, 
working rhythr:ls, industrial accidents and occupational diseases; public 
s~rvices (pa~icularly urban trn.nsport) and accornr.lod.ation. 
The Cor.mnlni tx . 
- ,:!ill-..±n.clu~e....:cEl.l'U!al. !:c!i£n-~oll6_t,Ue_'SY~ .2:11~· !!~.!n~ £.f~i.w.!emeuti~ it.! 
. t r . •, .~0,9.i,2;1J>£.licz; ' .... 
- xJ.ll"'!"a.,Sd_t,£,1hs_ ~o,g,i,Ul_oJ2j~c.ii2:e~ ~l!,e!!~ ~e.i 1hJ:t_o£. ,te.!JlO~:!~t,he_o~s,iaE,l~s 
l!hjp,h £.e£t~}l].i];in,g_~-w.g_rl£i~-6~nE.i,li£,n~ !.!l~ .£l!:c~ in_t~e-lSY-O! ~C£_e!_s 
io_c~.iu.te_a:ud.:_t,he_p,ta,£tic~ ,£f..;.CJll1u.z;:e,s. 
••ttl•.•• .. 
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It is also known that the presence of a large number of immigrant 
workers, instead of leading to mutual enrichnent, gives rise to problems 
which are extremely distressing for both the populations of the host 
countries and the immigrants themselves. At the very least, it is a 
cause of worry among the one group a.nd of dissatisfaction among the other. 
Cultural features will, for instance, form part of the nintegrated 
programmes" l..rhich will range from preparations for immigration to the return 
of the immigrant to his country of origin. Sene of the new financial aid 
from the European Social Fund (which is intended to imp;rove immigrants' 
living conditions) will be used to finance pilot schemes on the. cultural 
acclimi"tization of these l·rorkers and their famili·es. 
~~~ial aspect of Conmunity action in the cultural sect~ 
50. It is time to forget the romantic illusion that the' "artist" can 
live only from his passion. This is a matter of social· justice. Just as 
society is u."tJ.der no obligation to support idlers v1ho lay claim to culture 
without contribut'ing anything to it (without proving their worth), neither 
is it entitled to accept as a. free g:ift a work whi<?.h. ;t p.eed.S. as much as 
any other o~w. Cultural work must receive its fair due. 
!h£ .Qo,mm,WL.itz j.s_u,nd.2.r_an £bli~,li.2,n_t.2, ~~t~ .:E.li~t..\; !rh!l~ !h~r!lj.s_n.a 
,teJ1S_£n_w,8Y_oE;l!u.tal ~o,tk,£tr~ ~h.2.uld_b!. ~ .w!Vil~d-c1,~s.,..neit.lli:l: !,ii_t,!le£e 
. . . . ' . ,, ... 
!:flil..£e~s.Q,n_wEJ'_t;he~:~h,£u,l<l_1?2.,!t.-a_d.!,si.:d.Yant~. 
There is no dotibt t:hat·, by :intensifying the distribut:ion of culture, 
the Comnunity action in the cultur,a~ septor will help to solve the social 
. . . ... ' . . . ~ 
probl<;Jms (unomployme:rrt and inadequate income) of the workers in this sector. 
. ' . .. ' . . ' ' .,, 
This alone, however, \TOUld not bE;) sufficient.: 
..... 
. .. ; ... 
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The Commission will submit to the Council measures which will 
enable cultural workers to share the benefits accorded to other workers 
under the social articles of the Treaty and the various instruments adopted 
with a view to ensuring their implementation. Basically, this will mean 
adapting what has been done or approved for other workers to the conditions ... 
including the psychological conditions - peculiar to cultural workers. 
In particular, it will be necessary to ensure that cultural workers who are 
forced toretmin or to resettle elsel'!There are entitled to aid from the 
European Social Fund, as is granted to workers in such circumstances. The 
Commission will counter the objection that a cultural worker is more 
difficult to retrain than another worker (i.e. more difficult to retr~in in 
an honourable and satisfactory way, in a trade in which tho person involved 
_doe .. f:'l not suffer from a frustration complex) by pointing out that artists who 
do not have the exceptional talents needed to make their mark as great 
painters or sculptors - or who, in spite of having these talents, have been un-
fortunate - may nevertheless become first-class craftsmen. A painter, for 
instance, mey become a ceramist 1 and an actor a cultural organizer~ 
The Member. States should utilize the facilities offered b,y the 
European Social Fund, b,y introducing retraining projects in the case of 
· salaried· and wage-earning cultural workers, and by asking for a specific 
decision from the Council in the ca£e of self-employed cultural workers. 
Pfeparation of the social aspe9.,t, 
51• Much use vrl.ll be made of th,e economic statistics and the studies 
mentfon~d above (*): ·· 
these will contribute tovro.rds. a better knowledge of the .. labour market for 
' • .... • • • • £ • • ~ 
cultural workers and will help i~ forecasting the demand for these 
. . . . . . . . . ' , . :. ' 
workers ·ana the job opportunities vrhich they can expect;, 
th<;Jy ydll provide information on the present and future financial. 
opportunities in the cultural sector, these being of decisive importance 
for the living standard of cultural workers. 
..·.; ... 
(*)Paragraphs 35 and 36. 
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!h~ §..t~t,!.sii£al Qf!iE.e .. p£. !,h..2, ~o.Re.!:tl_C£~ii,2S_l'l.ill!:l.!io-9.9£1Pi.l2. 
11~eJ.y _sgcJ..aJ.. ~t!ltisi~~s-on, .£Ul twE;l_w£rke~s---t]leir _n;)lfu.£e£s.z. ih~i£. 
~Cl£.ni:q~s..a. j:,r~i£. .~.O.£i~l_s~cJF!t~ ~i,iUE;t.!.O.Ur_f1all-!iae_CJ!!d_p~r.i-!i!!le 
BP~m.Rl.9J!l1C:Ut A. ~t.£• 
Finally, the Standing Committee on Elnployment will make a detailed 
stuqy of those problems in the cultural sector which are wit2in its terms 
of reference. 
52. Socio-economic stagnation in a region can sometimes be attributed 
partly to the insufficient dissemination of cUlture among the population. 
the structure and level of cultural dissemination in regions with 
economic and social problems; 
"compensatory methods" by which these regions . could close the gap in 
cultural dissemination, including dissemination of their O\~ specific 
culture; 
weys of enabling the EA.GGF (*) to support cultural programmes in rural 
areas. This would amount to a pr~liminary study of the ways apd means -
with particular reference to the fir...ancing ·of pilot schemes .:... of 
decentralizing cultural dissemination • 
... J.;:.._er .. · ~ 
53.. The problems facing craftsmen ·c-an .. be solved by classing their products 
as cultural goods. 
The Coiilmissi,on will submit to 'the Council a draft decision under which 
------~------------~-----~-~~r-----
·- ~aftsmenfs ·nroducts Nill be olasseci as cultural ;oods~ 
--.. -- ........... - ... - - ... - - - ... - - -- - - ............ --~ ,.,..,,.j 
lo. 'l-
-
.. ·.; ... 
(*) European .Agricultural Guida.rice and Guarantee Fun~. 
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54• :E_h~ .Qo!).l}Il,!.S].i£,n_wj)1. ~.E,m,!.t_t.2_1f~ .QOJ1ll£il!: 2-r~f! ~i.;:es.t,!.v~ 
,ae.§.i~£d_ts. .:w£.tsc1 s_r~~en '~ $1i.§.ti.c_p,t,o,Re,ttz. 
It sometimes happens, for instance, that an industrialist, 
without r.ta.king his profession known~ bu,.vs an item from a craftsman and 
then turns out thousands of them. The creator recei vee no royalties and 
the value of his own products is reduced. 
K, Refl_eargh 
55• Four examples will be given. 
~S£~ater archaeolo~ 
56. The Community will give financial assistance to research into the 
e:lq)loration and protection of the sea bed. At a time when private interests 
are stru:wting to engage in what cen only be described as plun9-el"ing, this 
research, which will combine archaeology and oceanography, will be aimed 
at plotting the position of known wrecks (archaeological chart), at 
establishing the conditions of the sites and at experimenting with 
scientific methods of salvage. It is not merely a question of recovering 
amphorae or other objects, but of discovering "cross-sections of life" 
and archaeological data of general value which were deposited on the sea 
bed at a particular moment in the history of civilization. 
Records of the-sculptural h,eri.ta.ee (1) 
57• The Community will provide financial assistance for research aimed 
at reducing the cost of using holography (2) in compiling these records • 
. . .;-. ........... . 
fi:eservetion nf cu}.tural wor~ · · .. 
58. The Comrilission is already promoting research. into the use of. nuclear 
techniques in the. prese;rvat~o~ of .cultural works such, as .manuscripts, statues 
' . . .. .. .. ' .. - ''' 
in.wood or stone, .Paintings, furniture and all antiques., Initial results are 
. . . . .. ... . .., . . 
'. 
· ... ; ... 
(1) Suggestion of the European Parliament: see ANNEX ! 1 page 1, paragraph 1. 
·'The ~records of the sculptural heritage would form part o~ .th~ inventory 
of the Eu:ropee..n ·cultural heritage which the European P?-I'liament. suggested 
should be drawn up. · · · · 
(2) Holography - a laser application - recordsand restores an object in 
three dimensions. 
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extremely encouraging. This research, howevert is be,yond the capabilities 
of the individual Member States. 
L1f'or11ation science and music ,.... . ~, ___  
59• There is a need for research to supplement the various J.);;.:'ojacts 
underway in the different Member States, in 1r1hich some ten national groups 
are studying the composition, analysis and information science of music -
includinc the interactive techniques of information science and the creation 
of s,ynthetic sound sources. The purpose of the research would be to find w~s 
of enabling groups and individuals to choose the level of their musical 
environment and of finding new structures and qualities of tone. The aim 
would be to bridge the gap between 
music imposed on a "captive" audience, the insidious effect of which 
is gradually dulling their sense of hearing; 
music which appeals to the intelligence and feeling. 
Only if it is integrated into the general framework of life 
will authentic music be able to overcome a crisis which appears even more 
serious than those which it has gone through in the past • 
... ; ... 
( *) Suggestion of the European Parliament:: see .AtiNEX I, page 3, 
paragraph 13. 
J' 
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Section III 
60. Looking towards 19801 the Paris Summit set the Community on the 
road towards "transforming the whole complex of relations between 
Member States into a European Union"• It 'tvould appear, howe·Fer, that 
relations betv1een states will change only if human relation~-: c'~ange. 
!h-2. ,ir~~f£.~!il?.n~o! ]luma:u r,elaiiE.n~ .'!el?.e,Ud.:! ,2.n_B],n2:1.ine 
ft:J!iJ.iE,X,it~ .£eilv2_e,U ,20£.PJ.e~· 
This, in turn2 can be achieved only if each people has a knowledge 
of what is most characteristic of other peoples - their cultures. 
61. It ;vould be a long nnd diffieul t undertak:i:ng to spread a knowledge 
of all the· national and regional cultures of the Community. 
course • 
.... ---
This course is facilitated by the European cultural dimension ( * ). 
Each nation will recognize its contribution to this - collected and 
balanced with -the contributions -of the other peoples. 
62. None of the Colllmlmi.ty Institutions is in a position to toke charge 
directly of the work involved in the European cultural Q.imension if the 
following are to be ensured: 
cultural preparation f.pr the Eu;ropean Union, up to 1980; 
- aultural accompaniment of the European Union after 1980• 
... ; ... 
See page 2 for tn attempted definition of the common cultural 
elements and the European cultural dimension. ·· '"· 
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Some of this work, however, is within the scope of the Robert 
Schuman Centre founded on 21 October 1972 by the Robert Schuman Association 
for Europe (*). 
The Centre would of course cooperate closely with other bodies, 
including universities, In particular it would create a network of 
relations with the greatest possible number of regional cultural centres. 
These will develop, each in its own way, an activity of considerable 
importance. But they may feel that distance hampers their action. 
- ,!n.[t.r,u,£t_t.lle_Rs,b~r! .§chum~ .Qe!!t,te_t,£ ]pJ!e.rt.£k.£ .!!o.mo_o,! ,lh~ JiO.£k 
j.n.")!oJ.~d_in .£1e!i.sil!tt..t.he_c,g,n!ent_o! ih.!'l ~.ID'~an £UJ.ty!lal-dim2.Il~i.g_n 
~§. j.n_dis~eainaiing_t,he_EJ!r2P.!'la:l _au.!tE.I"~l-dim~,!!i£n; 
- maJse_~ ~U£:l_a.ll£.C~t,ion .io_t_he_R£.b~r! _§C,!!U£!a:;1 .£e,Ut,£e.a. ,!r_2m_t]1e 
Qownl!l11t;z.l:!,u~t.a. .2,f_the-~s_r~c@.l:e.9. f..O!. ih~ ,!!O,tk..,.l·Jith J!hic.fl.it_h~s 
· been entrusted. 
------------
.. 
64. Robert Schuman, who was - and remains - an unchallenged European 
personality, is the best possible choice us a symbol to represent the 
·European cultural dimension to which the Centre bearing his nrune will be 
dedicated. 
* * 
65. The founders have agreed to establish the Robert Schuman Centre at 
Scy-Che.zelles, the spot in Eastern. France (in the Metz region) where the 
* . :. .. '· ·. . . 
Father of Europe lived and is_ buried. They have also drawn up a plan to 
buy or lease some buildings lying only two l;undred metres· away from the 
house and grave of Robert Schuman and l-rhich housed a school up till 1973. 
Finally, they ).1a:ve established links with one of the departments of the 
{*) Previously known as the Association of the Friends of President 
Robert Schuman. 
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Research Centre for Interne.tional Relations of the Faculty of Arts o~ the 
University of Metz - the Robert Schuman Rcse~ch Centre, set up on 
14 Januar,v 1974~ 
66. The Centre will be governed by an Administrative Cou11cil composed 
of representatives of e!3-ch of the Institutions fmd Member States of the 
Community, of the Robert Schuman Association for Europe and o"!: t'".e Robert 
Schurnan Research Centre. 
67 • In order to cr1rry out the research and dissemination ',;~...,x+: entrusted 
to it by the decision of the Council, the Centre vlill 
- have a perma...">lent staff of high-quality scientific and adminis-~rative 
personnel; 
- hold open competitions. 
A. The memo:rx of Robert Schuman 
68. As intended by the founders, the Centre will 
- preserve the m~terial heritage of Robert Schuman at Scy-Chazelles; 
s·et up the Robert Schuman Archives; 
publish the stateman*s wTitings, speeches and correspondence; 
... produce (or'cbmmi!'lsidn)' a.nd'plibli~~ stlidies on the man·a.nd. his 
achievements~· · -- · · · · · · · · · · · 
B. Research 
Content of. the Europe~n Cultnral Dimension 
69. It vrl.-11· be necessary to· record the: common cultural elements which, 
together, form the European cultural d1mension. and to publish several 
books giving the common cultural elements chosen. 
''·'" 
... ; ... 
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,!h,El ,£e,20!:,d,!n,ti ,gp~ J2r2,S2;U,la!i£.n_"t-r,i11 ,£e_d.2,n2, J?,y_a..$£01W_o.f. ,g,ult:!:.I'~l 
~£S£,n~lj.t,!e.!i £,h£_s2_n_b:! !hs. .£ent£e_f£OE ~l.9.0.!!.P~t;y: E,OWIJ:.rj.e,!!• 
The Groupts first book will be modest in size. This first book 
will restrict itself to what is essential and \'That is beyond J.ispute. Its 
value will lie not so much in the number of common cultural elements 
~isted, but in their importance and in the evidence given for their 
existence. The book will also describe the state of culture at this 
very moment - on the threshold of the year 19807 ·which the Paris Summit 
·appointed as the start of a. new stage in the construction of Europe. The 
process by which culture has reached this state in the Community will be 
left to later books. 
The subsequent books will proceed from the general to the 
pa.rt icuU.r : 
. they will show the national and regionc.".l differences; 
they mll draw attention to the interrelationship of these differences. 
Methods of diffusion of the Euro~~an cultural dimension 
70• Since the European cultural. dimension has never been diffused before, 
nothing is known about the methods to be used. 
!h~ .Qe,Ut,te_wi,l! £,ai,~ EJli .w~csmai!!sio~ !:o~e£_.r.£h_aj.m_2d_a,l !iUdi~ 
~ i:Jn.J21,2m.£n!ing_t,he_m£.si .2f!i.£i~1 me:th£.<1§. ,S?.f_d1f£.u~i£,n•_ 
The research will consider successive specific target groups for 
diffusion of the European CUltural" dimension~ It· will bring together people 
and bodies with long experience with these groups - e.g. in the case of 
young people, representati;vea of the International Federation of Youth • 
... ; ... 
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lofu.sic (1) and the European Federation of Youth Choirs (2). The Centre 
will ask the Iffii to prepare studies drm\ring conclusions from its "musical 
instruction in class" and its "school concerts"• 
!m.J2r.£V£.d_clif!u§.i£n_o! WlJii£ in_t,he_s£h.9.0l~~!.O.E,ID~iis_f)l1Jy_in 
~e~i~ ~,ih_one_o.£ lh~ ~~s,ii2_n~ !ll~e_b;z !,h~ £?.:t£OJ2e~-PJF1.illfl~11!_.(3 )o 
In the case of research into the diffusion of the European Cilll"'tural 
dimension among immigrants, the Centre will start by holding symposia to 
which it ~dll invite socio-cultural organizers - both voluntary and 
professional. Socio-cultural organizers do not have the same o~portv~ities 
to express themselves as are frequently given to the theorists of cultural 
diffusion, and it is essential to knm"J" the results of the exper::'.ence of the 
men and women who are in daily contact with the realities of the situation. 
..... ; ... <:'. 
(1) Eight of the ni~e Mernber states of the Community are represented in 
the IFTI.!to Negotiations "'dth the ninth country should soon be completed. 
The IFTI•I will be celebrating its thirtieth cnniversa.ry in 1975. Uncler 
the motto "Music by the young for the young", its thirty-five national 
sections cover more than two million children (from nursery school 
upwards) and adolescents. Besides introducing the young to tfestern 
"classical" music, they bring them into contact with ~usic from all 
over the •rorld and satisfy their taste for the most modern. forms -
jazz, folk music, pop music and electro-acoustical musico The 
national sections of the IF;G,1 try to keep the finapcial con~ributions 
made by the young people to the concert" expenses as low as _possible. 
(2) The activities of the EFIC, which ~s set up in 1960, de_rive from the 
concept that practising music promotes a knowledge' of miiSic, and from 
the fact that vocal music is easier than ~strumental music - it is 
easier to sing high-quality pieces than to plaor them on the: piano 
or viol;i.n.. 
(3) See ~X_I, page 11 . pa;ra.graphs. ,2 and 3• r . , ~ .L. • ,. , , .• , ' . , 
' ••• ••• • •• ~· 1 
.. c,;, .... Di.....,.f.-f~ 
71. The a.im of the Centre's diffusion work will be to ensure that the 
'· EUropean cultural dimension reaches the greatest possible number of people 
and ad.ul t s. 
72• :£_h~ .Qe_ut_te_wj.l.!, U~ £in~c!,a! ~,!! io_v~!Ol!s_;cp_lill£.a,! ~V~iS 
,!ni, end.!:.d_f£_r J.£UE,{",_j)~O.l?,l~e 
Music, which is an essential element. in the European cultural 
dimension, provides a particularly striking example. Through an annual 
grant from the Centre, the International Federation of Youth Music will be 
able to increase the frequency and scope of its musical instruction in the 
classroom and of its concerts for schoolchildren and students and - in the 
· · actual factories - for young workers. 
1~~ .Qe,ut!,e_c,£u1,d_alS£. U£::111 !ina:!cia1.2:.~ lo_t.he_C£.IIJ!.I!UE.i:tY_Y£.uih 
Qr.£h~~r~,_t.he_s!2.tli~u.l2 £.f_w,hi,£h_w~s-s.tu~~d_bz 1~ .Qommitle.2. .s:,n_~llll!.a.!. 
Y!air~ ~.!! Xo~t.U £.f_th,e_E.Jlr.2.Ps.au J:Cl£lia.r!!.e.ut. 
The creation of this Orchestra and the organization of its 
·performances would be entrusted to the International Festival of Youth 
Orchestras (United Kinc;!(lom) and the Inter,na.tional Federation of Youth 
Music, which have drawn up a joint project. The International Festival 
·of Youth Orchestras and the IFYM have experience of the problems involved 
' '• I 
in a youth orchestra, the former. with the International Youth Orchestra and 
·the :latter with the World Orchestra of the· International Federation of 
. . 
.Youth Music. 
Immili;:ant s 
73. As far as most immigrants are concerned, it is more a question of 
socio-cultural stimulation· than of diffusion of culture, since, for ·most 
of them, access to cul tu:re is provided less by mere diffusion than by 
... ; ... 
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analysing their economic and social situation ·a.nd by making a conscious 
effort to relieve the pressure of this situation. Those immigrants v1ho 
have managed to improve the conditions of their daily life must be 
offered the European cultural dimension, before they are offered the 
·specific culture. of the host country. 
Since the culture of the country of origin is present in the 
European cultural dimension, the latter is more accessible to them. 
- They have the ricrht - of which they are becoming more and more aware -
to work and live in a co1mtry other than their own, td thout '1aving to 
lose their identity. 
- After spending some ye!tl's in the host country, most of them return 
home. If they were forced to forget the culture of their own country, 
this would make their reintegration difficult or perhaps even impossible. 
!11.2. .Qen,t,;:e_w2Jl sp.s_ar.,e_i!J. ,ih~ fo11£win~ ih£e~ ~c,liY-_t:J.2,s 
~i!!lU,!t,9A~,OE.S];y t 
- .llel.,P_i]l jiO~q~ .slUi. ~ JlOJJSYJ£.r_the_s,9_C,i.O::CJ.!liU£a,! §.t,!_m,!ll~t_!_on £f 
immi&r~is,t. 
.£_r~a!i£n_o,t: !l .EP.£U:me.ntl!:ti.o.n _§e,tv,!.c~ !o_cs:..m.Jlile_the_r2,s,lllis_o,t 211. !h~ 
~el:.i~n£e_aza1,l~ble_o,n :t_hj.s_s£cio::Cl!liu£a1 ~im.El£:tion J2!li s_n_t,he 
. . . ' . 
. Si!i):1sj, C,U ,g_f_ c;J,ll:t_~e-Gli!:O!lB_i!ffi.1f;xpat §.; 
,g,rs.a:u1J.aii£n_o! ir~i.ain& . .C£1ll:Sj,s....,i,s l:!h.!c.h ~c,ii~e-~li~al £r~a:}i~er.s 
sa:u .w~ciali~e-i,s ih~ .sli!f~s,!,on. £f_t,he_~.2,P!2,~ £.U!t:sr~l-<lj.m~.§_i£n 
amon;;~ ·immirr-ants. ---.-.--~·{fi>,;--.,. .... 
~.projects 
74• This memorandum will restrict itself to giving three examples 
of the·· oth~r vmrk which might be undertaken by the Centre • 
. .-.. ; .... 
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These book~1 containing clear~ accessible and convenient informa-
tion and documentation, will proVide teachers, cultural org-anizers 
and the professionals of the mass media with the material they need_in 
order to diffuse the European cultural dimension. The works available 
at present are too specialized, and hence almost useless for the 
men and women whose mission is to address youth and the general Pllblic -
they do not give any easilY exploitable concepts. 
- !,r,WJ-~s!t.!.o!l ,2f_t,he_c2.n:te,!!t_o! ,lh2, ~o,g,k~ ,!r£_m_th,e_G,!:o~_"!l:£o.I?.ei:U· 
.£U.! tlF~l-d!m:ln§.i.2n! ( *) 
The content of these books will be transposed to other media -
newspaper articles, brochures, teaching files, audiovisual montages, 
broadcasts and fil~s for t•levision end the cinema. 
It is extremely important for this pocketbook to be published. 
It would play the. same decisiye part in promoting the plastic arts -
through which the European cultural dimension. so often becooes evident-
as has been _pla;yed for .tho last twenty years - and is still being 
p_lavted .,..~ by the paperback for literature. ·It vtould be marketed 
through the same oha.l'li1els as its predessor - not only bookshops, but 
also supermarkets, station bookstalls, etc. This art. pock~bo,ok .-
. · ·which would hgve to ~ontain -a .large :number of illustrations of excellent 
quaj:i ty ·-: would naturally -be more e:xp~n~~v~ -~~~ the .. li~era.rY paper-
. .. . '. . ' •. ~ .. 
backt, but its price could neverless be kept at .an· acceptable l~vel by 
~ . . . . 
selling it on a Community scale. 
. - -· .... 
. ,, ' ... 
. ... ; ... 
---~···•; .. ( *) · Paragraph 69. 
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,§§_ction IV 
75• The Commission feels that cooperation between Member States 
would be an effective 'accompaniment to application of the Treaty to this 
sector and to culttiral preparations for the EUropean Union. 
This cooperation might involve 
the setting-up of a European Fund for Monuments and Sites; 
the fight against the theft of works of art; 
the other steps suggested ~ although this list is not 
in Paragraph 82. 
.. -'-
com:r.-.;.e.,a -
l!:t The settiE&:U:t? of a Eu,-;-opean Fund for Menuments a:g.s:....SJJes 
76. Teris of thousands of monuments and sites are endangered in the._ 
Community. In spite of the budgetary aid afforded by each country to the 
. ~ . 
monuments and sites on its Olitl territory, no Member State can fully ~afford 
... . ' ' .. .. . ' . 
the cost of their restoration. Although joint aid i~ no substitute. for 
national aid, it is a necessary addition to it. 
!r,h,Sl .J.o,!.n.i ~i.!! .Jiil.J._b~ !i~c~d-f!,o!ii, ~ ~o~~-~.9. !O£ ,!o~e;E;t~ 
'.. ·• .• •• ,. • 1 ; . ·-. • • • 
~.2-.- .§.iie~,~t.2.. he_s!r.t_uJl.£y~a...:_9-!r.c1s!o!! £:f_eitl!.ei ih~ QO].ll£il. .£:I:_t.b,eJ~E.e,t 
· .§.t~t~s_(!J· ·· · · · · : · · · · ,.·. · · · -- · · 
77. For the aid to be described as "Community aid" instead of "joint 
aid", it would have to .~ome fro~ the Gomnnurl.ty budget, and ·not fz:om the 
contributions of the Member· States. In this case, the EFMS ~ould have to be 
set up, not by an intergovernmental agreement between the Member States, but 
by a decision of the Council under Article 235 of the Treaty • 
... ; ... 
(*) Suggestion of the EUropean Parliament: see .ANNEX I, page 3, 
paragraph 12. 
, ... · 
/ .• 
•I 
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In the Commission's view, it is too early yet to choose between 
the two alternatives. 
78. Community (or joint) aid is justified in view of the·fact that, 
with the increase in tourism between the nine countries, a monument or site 
no longer·benefits only the citizens of one countr,Y, but the citizens of all 
Member States .of the Communl.ty. · The same developments and the. same· 
psychological· and. moral reasoning which orice led. the· Member States to stop 
the communes and provinces bearing the entire financiallmrd~ of preserving 
monuments and sites must now induce the Community to stop the Mem~:r States 
bearing the whole of this burden. 
The participation of all Europeans will not be presented. in the 
unpleasant form of an obligation upon "foreigners" to pay a kind of 
additional entry fee. On the contrary, it will be considered as a form of 
ownership - each individual will be contributing towards the maintenance of 
a j~int heritage, .. w:i:th ·the same rights and obligations for everyone. Of 
particular interest, in this context, is. the suggestion of the European 
Parliament that the .kFMS should be financed not only by the Communi~ budget 
(or the contributions of the Member states), but also by the yield of a loan 
. -t~ which "al.l_'Co~~ity citizens an.:xious about the future of our past (*) 
' -' ~ ~ < • • • • ' ' • ~ • 
_ 79• Whereas the Council.of Europe and UNESC() s~metimes mount individual 
~. ... ~ 
··.'emergency operations - and, ~n any case; mostly ou.tside the Community.- the 
... EFMs Wiil \ise .. t.he: ~~i:f.d9;ity ~f· t.he p~opl~~ ~f the .Co~ ty fb;r ~ -~o~t~nuous 
policy of protecting the cultural herit8.8e• 
'. • I 
80.. . The activities of the EF.MS will supplement those under the .regional 
. ~ . . . . . . ' 
policy - in which tour~sm to monuments and sites plays an important part -
and thos~ for the. protection of the environment - of which monuments and 
sites form ~, and of which they are even an essential alement • 
... ; ... 
. . . 
(*) "A future for our past" is the title chosen by the Council of 
Europe for the EUropean Architectural Heritage Year planned for 1975• 
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B. The fight against thefts of works of art (1) 
81. The Mem~er States will have. to engage in cooperation which, as in 
the case of the fight against drugs, will involve 
strengthening and harmonizing the national laws apd r~gulations; 
. ' .. . _._ ..,, ...... ' 
determining the methods with which the authorities in the various 
countries can give the most effective aid and assistance •. 
It is, for instance, clear that, for the police in the nine 
countries of the Community, combining their efforts will be eas:i.er than 
for the police of the 117 countries in Interpol. 
c. other ~ction 
· 82. The Member States should take the decisions necessary :"'::r them to 
be able to implement certain programmes under their cooperat.:.on in the 
cultural sector. 
- ]}:1..1_ens!o.u !o_t,he_whoJ.e_C,2~!,Y-o!!,h,2. :2ilaie!.a]. E,r_IJI2;l;!:.i1,a,i~al 
· -~e!l~nls_c£n£l~d~d:_b_2t,!!e~n.:.M.iiJiE.e!. §t~t,2s_£.£r_:.t,he_w:-,.20~e-o!·!.n.£r~a.~i~ 
,In_£r~a~e~ !o;tm~_c£_n~u,l{~t1o,us_~t!!e~n_M~£ez:. .§.t!lt.it~_o,u:th~,.,U()].i,li£,lLt£ 
E_e_a.£,o,Iat~d_bz].~i!. z:.elar.its~ni,aii~e!.!~_th,e_~r!,oJis_;~Ji£.f_t,he_c~uacil 
E:f.-.~£.P~,~t~e~Q~C,!l ~.\!~go~./~)~ ........... . 
A particularly welcome initial result of the ifrtens1fied ·consuLtations 
. woulg., be ~he. Community ratification· of the Convention on measures to be 
adopted t.o forbid.anQ.. prevent the import, 'e:q>ort and ·transfer ·of ownership 
of illi.citly :acqtdred;cultural goods (3)• This Convention was adopted at 
·• .... ; ... 
(1) Suggestion of the European Parliament: see ANNEX I, page 3, 
~' ... paragraph 15. 
The Commission interprets the expression tt~1orks of art"· .. in:··a 'Wide sense 
which .covers the ar:chaeological: treasures mentioned by. the European 
Parliament and all cultural goods in general. 
( 2) Suggestion of the European Parliament: see ANNEX I, page 4, 
paragraph 17 • 
(3) Suggestion of the European Parliament: 
paragraph 16. 
see ANNEX I, page 3, 
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the 16th session of the General Conference of UNESCO on 14 November 1970. 
None of the Member States of the Community has yet ratified it. By 
ra~ifying it together, the Member States would be showing their appreciation 
of the work of UNESCO and the importance they attach to preventing these· 
offences, which have assumed the proportions of a regular menace. 
- £o£.P~r!ti.o.U Jle,iw~e,U ,ih!t £ult:g,r!l_ait!!cl!~~ _g,f_t,!le_V~.!le.£ ~t,2;t~s_i,U!,h,!r,9; 
countries. 
--.-----
There is already a long-standing cooperation between the commercial and 
press attaches of the Member States. A system of cooperation suitable for 
the cultural sector must now be set up. 
.. 
- Coordination of the activities of cultural institutions of the Member States 
~~-~~---~----~--~~~-~--~-~---~--~~--~-
One result of this coordination would be to avoid a drawback which has 
often been encountered: two o;r more cultural institutes from-Member States 
organize events on the same dey and in the same town, with the result th~t 
part of the public is deprived of seeing some of the events. 
- J!o!n1 :!,r~iw!i_B!ld-~,ae,gi~i~l:ti.~n ion l: .Qo.smJ!!l!tz. ~cl:i2.Loi ·3:e_!t.2r~~ 2.--t: 
moni.unents -~d works of art' (~ ,_.. . . .. . . - ............ __________ ) 
None of .the Community cotmtries has a sufficient number of these highly-
. ' . 
.. . .... ' .. 
qualified ,specialists in r~storation work. 
- J2e~eJ.o2ll~n,i _g,f_t.!le_e,!c~ _g,f_w_g,r~s_o,! ~ jae!w~e.uJ!u~eJ:m~ ',!n_t,h~~c_g,ua't!i.2s 
of .the ,Communitv. . ... 
-- ............ - ~J.J~-
A musei.un often has several identic;u or :similar ·items, while lacking other 
it~ms of which another museum has too ma.r.~y. The Member Stat~s should 
develop a system'of definitive exchanges (cessi~n indue and pr~per·form) 
and a. eystem of temporary exchanges - i.e. loans for various periods of time. 
( *) · Suggestion of the Eciropean 1Par liament: . see ANNEX It page .3, 
pa;ragraph 14. . . . . · · .. . · 
,, 
ANNEX I 
RESOLUTION OF THE EUROPEAN P.ARLliMENT 
(13 Mey 1974) 
The European Parliament, 
concerned about the impoverishment of the European cultural heritage 
which often results both from natural ~~uses and from human behaviour; 
al-ra.re of the need to preserve historic and artistic relics of the past and 
to arouse greater interest among the public in the wealth these 
represent for all peoples; 
referring to the "Declaration on Etli'opean Identity" adoptt"'d .f't Copenhagen 
on 14 December 1973 by the Heads of state or of Government 0±' the 
countries of the Community; 
having regard to the motion for. a resolution submitted by the Liber.al 
~d Allies Group (Doc. 7~/73); . 
hAving regard to the report 'by 'the Coiili!iitt~e on Cultura+ Affairs and 
Youth (Doc. 54/74), · · 
1. points to the useful purpose served by drawing up an inventory of the 
European cultural heritage based on jointly-defined criteria; 
2. considers that t.hose responsible for the education and training of young 
people ,should pay the :greatest attention to the means of acquiril'lg knowledge~ 
and appreciation by the young of cultural· works, both ancient ·and modern; 
3• is convinced that the means of acquiring knowledge should be made available 
to young people as soon as possible and on a basis of equality, and that 
they must be taught appreciation by modern and stimulating methods; 
' • •• .(> .; ~ 
... ; ... 
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4• urges the Governments of the nine Member States to attach greater 
importance to the defence and promotion of works of culture, 
particularly by passing the laws and providing the funds necessary 
for the development of permanent education; 
5• notes the many activities undert·aken at national and regional level 
with a view to the protection of historic monuments, buildings and 
sites, and urges the authorities responsible to increase further the 
number and scale of these. activities; 
6. v1eloomes the organization in 1975, by the Council of Europe; of a 
"European architectural-heritage year" with the title "A future for 
our past"; 
7. ex-presses satisfaction at the recent establishment, within the Commission 
of the European Communities, of two new administrative units: the 
"Environment and cons'umer protection department" (responsible, amongst 
other important matters, for protecting the cultural herit'age) and the 
nCultural problems" division; 
·8~ hopek that the problem of' protecting the European cultural herita,€e and 
a number of other cultural problems, fo·r which' Community action is 
possi.ble and desirable, will. beinclud~d in the agenda for meetings of 
. ,. . ' ~ . 
the Council of Ministers of the European Communities ~ttended by members 
of the Government responsible for cultural affairs in the various 
Member states; 
9• aSks the Commission to propose to the Council a series of concrete 
measures to be. adopted in a.pplication of the provisions of the EEC Treaty, 
designed on the one hand to eleminate the administrative obstacles which 
still hamper the. exchange of cultural l .. :'Orks and, on the other, -to 
eliminate the legal, administrative and social obstacles to the 
. . 
providing of· services· by cultural workers; 
· ... ; ... 
.... .. . \ .· .. 
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10. asks the Commission to draft proposals for the. Council on the 
harmonization of systems of ta.:xation on cultural institutions, and on 
the gifts and legacies which contribute to the financing of these 
institutions, and in general on the harmonization of the tax arrangements 
which the various Member States apply to cultural goods and services; 
11. asks the Commission to propose measures to be adopted by the Council to 
approximate the national laws on the protection of the cultural heritage, 
royalties and other related intellectual property-rights; 
12. requests the Commission to propose to the Member States the sdting up 
within the Community of a fund which would provide finane-ie,l ~;upport 
for -the most U!'gent work on the restoration of monuments a..'Yld sites and 
which could be partially financed by the yield of a loan floated 
contemporaneously in the nine States; 
13• req11ests the Commission to examine means of contributing to tlJ.e 
development of the use of nuelea.r techniques in the preser7a:t:.on of 
works of art; 
14. requests the Commission to submit to the Member states arrangements for 
cooperation in the training of specialists in the restoration of 
monuments and works of a.rt; 
15. requests the Commission to propose· to the Member States that they should 
take all measures to fight more effectively against the theft of and traffic 
in works of art and archaeological treasures; 
16. emphasizes in this connection the moral and practical implications of 
ratification by all Member States of the Community of the Convention on 
measures to be adopted to forbid and prevent the import, exports and 
transfer of ownership of illicitly acquired cultural goods which was 
adopted at the 16th session of the General Conference of UNESCO ou 
14 November 1970; 
... ; ... 
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17• r~ests the Commission to facilitate. coope~ation between ~epresent~ 
tives of the Member States of the Community, to ensure the adoption 
of common positions in the various bodies of the Council of Europe 
and UNESCO; 
18. instructs its President to forHard this resolution to the Council and 
Commission of the European Communities and to the ministers responsible 
in the various Member States. 
T~;o PROBLENIS CONCERNIN"G VAT 
IN THE PLASTIC ARTS SEOI'OR: 
the exemption of creative artists; 
a. reduced rate on orginal works of 9-rl, · 
antiques and collectors' items. 
A. THE EXEMPriON" OF CREATIVE ARTISTS IN" THE 
PLASTIC ARI'S SEcyQR 
ANNEX II 
1. Article 14 of the draft Sixth Directive lists the ?.-c~3 -.r:Lties exempt 
from VAT. This list does not include creative artists in t:1e plastic 
2e The fact that artists are subject to the tax could. a-:tract some 
cr;~_ti-:::ism of tho Community. Public opinion might find it d5.f£:icult to 
appreciate why dental technicians, organizers of games of chance or 
lotteries and llll.d.ertakers should be- exempt from the tax, while artists ·· 
are not. 
Apart from the psychological r.easons _(the .intellect~l -and moral 
conditions peculiar to artistic creation, etc.~ there are several 
factors in favour·- of· -exemption for arti-sts,- . 
- In spite of the fact that the plate used by the engraver, the canvas, 
coloUrs arid brushes used by the painter, and the plaster or clay used· 
by the'' s-culptor are somewhat more experisi ve than the notebook ·used ey' 
the writer ( * ), the "upstream" deductions which the ~tist ma;y- ma):ce 
are often ridiculously low. 
. .. ; ..... 
(*) Under the amendment made by the Commission to its draft Sixth 
Directive;· wri tors will be exempt - as will be "authors, composers, 
lecturers, journalists, actors, musicians • • • •" 
...... 2-
ANNEX II 
- Th~re are already precedents in two Cotl!Ilunity countries - Demark and 
France - for the axmption of artists. 
- Arlists account for only a tiny proportion of the population, so that 
exempting their activities would not involve the public a.uthori ties in 
any great sacrifices. 
On the other hand, there. are several reasons why artists should 
be liable to tax. 
They sometimes, themselves, sell their.works directly to private.persons, 
and their exemption would then be unfair to the specialized dealers. This 
situation does not apply tn the case of the other artistic profession 
exempt under Article 14 of the draft Sixth Directive. 
- It is so~etimes difficult to draw the line between the sector of the 
c:rafts, which is liable to VAT, and that of artistic creation, which would 
be exempt •. 
The difficulties involved in making artists liable to the tax can be 
alleviated considerably by applying simplified taxation systems which the 
Member States are free to determine in accordance with their own criteria, 
each accdrd:i.ng to his requirements. 
:B. A REJ:NCp> RATE.,ON ORIGIN.L'.L t.ORKS OF ART,.~, 
!!tiQUES AND COLLEorc>RSt ITEMS 
4• .~he argu.me:rrts for a reduced rate derive from the principle of 
VAT, :cultur,al po~icy and the exigencies of the construction of Europe. 
:rhe · prinq,iple of VAT 
5• Most consumer goods are brought from a trader. Works of art, antiques 
and collectQrs·' items, however, are often bought from a pri vate·person'"' i.e. someone 
... ; ... 
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who· is exempt from m. This means that the price is :not increased by 
VAT, and that it is thus in the buyers' interests to approach private 
persons. The result of this is that the dealers - who have to invoice 
the Vf~ - are at a competitive disadvantage compared with private persons, 
unlike most other traders. Although the effect of this distortion is 
mitigated considerably by the fact that a special system applies to 
dealersf purchases from p:t'ivate persons, a reduced rate of VAT would make 
the competition from private persons less harmful to the dealers. 
Cultur.§l-l,p_olj.9X 
6. One of the aims of the cultural policy is that works o-f' art, 
antiques and collectors' items should have as wide a distribu·tJ..' ;1 r·s 
possib:.8<:: The increase in prices resulting from the applicati~)::t 0f the 
normal r3.te of Vtlr would run contrary to this aim. 
The co:~Mruction of Europe 
One factor 't'lhiah must be constantly borne in mind is the 
setting up of the European Union in 1980, as announced by the Paris Summit. 
If the European ConunUJ:lity is to become the European Uniol.l, it is 
essential for European13 to get to know each ot:Per better. One way of helping 
to achieve this is to have the maximum possible number of exchangJs of works 
of art, antiques and collectors' items between the countries of the 
Community. These exchanges, however, would only be reduced in both number and 
quality by the increase in prices caused by applying the normal rate of VAT. 
One of the guidelines o;f the Paris Surnmi t ··• 
. . ! 
8. · The Heads of Stat'e or Government :includ~d ·the following ~hra.se in 
the Final Decl~ation at the Paris suz:mdt: ''particui~ a:ttenti9n .will '9e 
• ' ' J • ,. ; ·'·"'• ' 
given to inta.n€ible values and goods"• This phrase includes works c:f' art, 
... ; ... 
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antiques and collectors' items. Although these are, to some extent, just 
like rozy other goods, they are also - and to an even greater extent -
goods of a special kind. Works of art, antiques and collectors' items · 
are impregnated with those "values" of which the Heads of State or 
Government were thinking, and are characte:f.ized by their intangible 
nature. If the spirit of the Paris Summit is to be respected, works of 
art, antiques and collectors' items must be subject to a special system 
of VAT which, in particular, includes a reduced rate. 
* 
* * 
9• The problem is even more serious in the case of contempora.:ry-: works 
of art than for antiques and collectors' items. 
Cultural )2.QJ.icy 
. .. ~ 
10. There is a fundamental difference between antiques and collectors' 
items, on the .one hand1 and contemporary works oi:t the other. 
No trumtion measure is capable of increasing the number and quality 
of antiques, and ?Ollectorst items. This is, houever, not the case with 
contemporary work;s of art •. By making them dearer, taxation measures-
might make the market for them smaller, with a subsequent detrimental effect 
on their number and quality - and this would run counter to the aims of the 
cultural policy. 
A given rate of VNr can either han1per or promote sales of antiques 
and collectors'- items, and thus affects_only.tra<ie in these. In the case 
' .... ' ' .. ' .... 
of contemporary works of art, however, it affects both marketi~ and 
; production- i.e. their creation - since the creation of con:tempora.ry works 
of art is largely depe~ei·rf upon· the opportuilities for in~rketfng th~. 
~- ~ ~ 
~ ",, \ jJ. ••• ... ; ... 
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Although the cultural policy cannot neglect the problems involved 
in marketing antiques and collectorst items, it is its duty, above all, 
to concorn itself With the problems involved in creating contemporary 
works of art • 
Construction of Eu.!'op~ 
11. If the problem is regarded as one of bringing present-day people 
closer together, repeated contact with the contemporary ~t of the 
different peoples is more_effective than contact with their artistic 
heritages, which reflect only a more or less distant past. It is thus, 
above all 1 the exchanges of contemporary works of art between t:1e 
cou:T";::-ies of the Community which the system of taxation must ;·'")id hampering 
by z:~ ,.: ·ir.~g the works of art more expcmsi ve. 
* 
* * 
12. Granting a reduced rate for contemporary works of art would not 
involve the Member states in a:ny great financial sacrifices. The selling 
prices for the great majority of contemporary 1-rorks of art are not very 
high. It is the beautiful antiques and the interesting collectors' items 
which fetch the really high prices. 
13. It is easy to refute the argument that contemporary works of art 
are also used for speculation. Antiques and collectors' items are used 
for speculation because, firstly, their value is considerable and, 
secondly, it is bound to rise still further. The present value of anttques 
end collectors' items is based on the fact that their price level has 
already been accepted for a long time. Their future value derives from the 
fact that the number of antiques and collectors' items is limited o.nd 
cannot be increased. However, in the case of contemporary works of art ~ 
and new works are constantly coming on to the market - the rise in prices 
is always arbitrary. Very few contemporary works of art increase in value, 
and ma:ny even decrease in value as time goes on. 
. .. ; ... 
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14. It WO"J.ld not be advisable to have one system for works of art 
which are eXpensive and'atiother system for those which are not. 
Fixing a limit, above which the normal rate lrou14 be applied, 
would lead to administrative complications (in supervision) and 1rould 
undoubtedly give rise to evasion (fraudulant invoices). In addition, the 
uncertaint;r about the future value affects even the works of famous 
living artists. The works mey be expensive at the moment, but that does 
not prevent them from falling into oblivion at a later date. Some striking 
examples of this are provided by numerous painters who were famous at the 
turn of the century - their paintings, which fetched high prices in those 
deys1 are now unmarketable. 
; ... \ 
THE ARTISTS RESALE RIGHT IN FIVE MB1BER STATES 
OF THE CO?I1MtHIITY 
ANNEX III 
1. The amendment of 26 June 1948 enabled the artists resale right to 
·be inco-rporated into the "Berne Convention of 9 December 1886 on the 
protection of literary and artistic works" (1). 
The Convention ~ates the principle of the resale right: 
"In the case of original works of art (2) (euu), the CI'eator- or, 
upon his death, those persons or bodies authorized by national lmr - has 
an ir.:<d .. enable right to benefit from sales of the work after th· first 
ass~~;n' ent made by the creator" ... (Article 14 c, paragraph 1:J 
2. Although all the Member States are parties to the Bo;,r'1E- Convention, 
the re<.a..i.e right is included in the national law of only five of the nine 
count:..'j es of the Community, viB. France, Belgium, Italy, t-Jest Germany 
and Luxembourg (3). What is more, the law introducing the artists resale 
right in Italy has never been applied, and the one introducing it in 
Luxembourg has. not yet been applied. The. methods e.nd the rates applied 
also differ from country to ,country. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
..,; ... 
"Supplemented in Paris on 4)4ay 1$96 1 a.mended in Berlin on 
13 NOvember 1908, supplemented in Berne on 20 r~ch 1914 and amended 
in Rome on 2 June 19281 in BI'Uf?Sels on 26 June 19481 in Stockholm on 
·14 ·July 1967 and in Paris on 24· July 197le" · 
Drawings, paintings, sculptures, engravings and lithographs. 
Engravings and lithographs are covered by the generic term "prints". 
Engravings. include woodcuts, copper-plate engravings (etchings, 
aquatints, mezzotints, colour prints), serigraphs and monotypes. 
The countries arc listed in chronological order of the laws 
introducing the artists right of resale. 
.. -~ ... . . t 
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France 
-
3• The ~tsts resale right was introduced by the law of 20 June 1920. 
This law states that the fee is levied in the case of auctions. 
If the price fetched is lees than 100 FF t the fee is no'\i levied. 
The right entitles the artiSt to a percent~e of the selling price. 
Originally, the rate was progressive - from 1 to 3% - but it has 
not., been replaced by a: flat , rate of Y/o. 
The fee must be paid by the vendor. 
The auctioneer remits the sum to a collecting society authorized 
by the artist or his heirs. 
4• A new law on intellectual property . came into force on 11 March 1957 • 
This law includes a provision under which the right is extended to sales 
~ ~ . 
made by dealers, 
The law of 11 ~ch 1957 states that the proced~e for levying 
' ' 
the fee on these sales will be laid down in an adm1nistrative regulation. 
This regulation has, however, never been issued, so that the right still does 
' ·' \ 
not apply to sales by art dealers. 
BeltQum .· 
5• The artists resale right was introducieti by the law of 25. June 1921. 
It applies to auctions •. 
It applies only when the price fetched for the work of ~ is 
1,000 BF or more• 
... ; ... 
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The rate varies according to the selling price: 
- from 1 7000 to 10,000 BF Z% 
from lO,OO:D to 20t000 J3F 3% 
- from 201 001 to 50,000 BF 4% 
from 50,001 BF upwards 6% 
The fee is peyable by the buyer. 
ANNEX III 
6. The "Collector for the artists resale right", an official of the 
Ministry of Education and Culture, receives the monies levied under the 
rigLt and remits them to the artists or tne.ir legal successo:rs" or to an 
ass"t: "'tion chosen by theme 
Italy 
7. The right was introduced by several of the provisi 1ns of the law 
of ~2 April 1941, which came into"force at the end of 1942. 
8. The right applies not on~ to auctions (as in France ~d Belgium), 
but also to sales through dealers. In addition to auctions and sales by 
order of courts, the expression "public sales" includes: 
- "sales at exhibitions authorized in accordance. with the ·law of 
2 April 1950 (No 328 )"; 
"sales of works included. in auctions but withdrawn from the bidding as 
t; result of private_ and prior negotiations~'; 
"sales at private exhibitions. organized or carried out by third parties"• 
Article 147 of the law even extends the right to sales between 
private persons., provided two specified limits are reached - a particular 
selling price and a particu~ar added value. 
. .. ; .... 
~· • " ·. ;, # .• 
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9• The right applies only if the selling price for the work exceeds 
1,000 L for draWings and prints, 5,000 L for paintings and 10,000 L for 
sculptures. 
' -
10. At the first sale, the right consists of a percentage of the 
price. This percentage represents "the assumed added value attained by 
the work compared with the price originally paid for its cession"• It 
varies according to the selling price: 
- 1% up to 50,000 L 
- 2% from 50,001 to ·.100,090 L 
- 5% from 100,001 L upwards. 
. 
The right does not apply if the organizer of the sale, the 
vendor or the purchaser can prove that the sale has not been preceded by 
. any act of cession against p~ent or that the selling price is not higher 
than the original price of cession. 
11. In the case of all sales other than the first, the right consists 
.· no longer of a percentage of the selling price Cas in the case of the first 
sale or a.s in hance and Belgium), but of a. percentage of the added value. 
This percentage is based on the difference between the selling price in 
question and that at the timE) of the previous sal~: . 
.... 2!/o of an added vnlue of not more than 101000 L 
- 3% of an added value of more than 10,000 L 
- 4% of an added vblue of more· than 30,000 L 
.. - 5% of en o.dded value ,of more than .. 50,000 L. 
- 6% of nn added val~e of more tho.n 75·, 000 L. 
- 7% of an· added volue of more thnn 100,000 L 
- 8% of ·.nn c.dded vc.lue of more tlk1.n 1251000 L. 
- 9fo of an added .;value of more than 1501 000 L 
- lo% of an ndded value of more then 175,000 L. 
12. · · · · .tn the case of sales not considered as "public" under Italian Law 
{i.e sales between p:riva.te persons), it is better to qu.ote Article 147 of the 
law almost in full : 
... ; ... 
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"If the price fetched by the original l>TOrk ( ••• ) at oris' sale not 
considered u.s public under this law is 4,000 L or more in the cnse of 
drawings and prints, 30,000 t or more in the case of paintings or 
40,000 L or more in the case of sculptures, and if the price is more than 
five times the initial selling price - regardless of the form of the 
initial sale - lCfj'~ of this added value shall be paid to the creator of 
the work ( ••• )." 
"The erector himself must provide evidence of the price fetched 
by t~1e work and of fulfilment of the conditions laid down :i.r this .Article; 11 
'"l?he percentage is reduced to 5% if the vendor, fo:;.~ Lis part, 
pre v~;s that he acquired the work at a price not lower than t:nd fetched," 
The law thus applies only to works sold for at leart 4,000 L 
(ct·e,•·dngs and prints), 30,000 L (paintings) or 40,000 L (sJt·l~;tures). 
This means that there are two_ distinct cases. If the selling 
price is twice the purchase price (i.e. if the added value is 50'/v of the 
selling price or the same as the rmrchase price), the right consists of a 
sum equivalent to 5% of the added vo.l:ue. If the, s_elling price is five times 
the r:cU'chase price (i.e. if the added value is four-fifths of the--selling 
price or four times the purchase price), the right consists of a sum 
equivc;lent ·to 1~ of t):le. _added value. 
• 13. The sum is pcyable by the vendor, regardless of the nature of 
the transection• 
Germeny _· 
14o · · The artists resale right was introduced by a law o:t 9 September 1965 
on royalties. 
. .. ; ... 
. '' 
/ 
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The right applies not only to auctions, but also to sales 
through dealers. 
The sum is pai}'able by the vendor. 
15. On 21 September 1972, the Bu.destag passed a law amending the 
previous one. 
The rnte was raised from l% of the selling ~r~ce to 5% of. the 
selling price. 
The minimum value of the works liable under the right of pursuit 
was lowered from 500 J.!.I to 100 DMe 
The sums pn.ya.ble under t:Q.e right are not remitted directly to the 
' . . . ·. . . 
artist, but to an administrative society authorized by the artist. 
The law guarantees artists an effective right to inforoa.tion on 
any trnnsactions involving their works. This right can be exercised only 
by an administrative society. 
Luxembourg 
16. · The artists resale' right first appears in the law of 29 i;Iarch 1972 
on ;oyalties (Article 22). 
The right applies to "a.ll sales ( ••• ) by public auction or through 
a. dealer"• 
The right applies only to works above a given selling price. 
It entitles the a.rtist._t9. no~ more than 3% of the selling price. 
17. Under the provisions of the l~w, the threshold price, t~~ rate 
Pai}'able and the conditions under 'Which the artists can obt.~n the sums 
involved, lt!Ust be laid down by an administrative regulation. This 
~ •'t . • • ~-
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regulation ho.s not 3:et been issued, with the result that the right 
still does not apply in Luxembourg. 
* 
* * 
18. The provisions of Articles 100 and 101 ley down thr.t the laws 
on the artists resale right must be harmonized. In the case of sales 
of wo:~ks of art by auction, some Community countries are at a d.ise.d.vantage -
to a ·lDl"J"~ng degree - compc."l.red with other Community countries., Since these 
salss "'3:! shift to countries where there is no right, the eli!" x;.r~.ties between 
the L ','\1'"3 on the artists resale right "are distorting the co:!.~.ti+1ons of 
co::1:;: 0' ition in the common market"• 
In France and Belgium, there is a second element o: ·Lstortion -
sales by auction ~e at a disadvantage compared with sales th.L'nugh dealers • 
.A third element of distortion is evident in Germany - and will 
be evldent in Italy and Luxembourg when their laws on the artists resale 
right come into force - in that art dealers there are at a disadvantage 
compared v-Jith art dealers in the other countries. 
In view of the second and third elements of distortion, .Articles 
100 ~~d 101 can also be invoked to justify the extension of the right to 
sales through dealers. 
Finally, the fourth element of distortion: if sales between 
private· persons continued to be exempt from the artists resale right, 
they iJOuld have an unfair advantage over sales by auction and sales through 
dealers in all countries of the Community. 
19. The right must be extended to other countries and to other 
types of transaction. Its application must be extended as follows : 
... ; ... 
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- for sales by auction: to the four Com.'ll'U!lity countries other than 
France, Belgium, Italy, Germany and LuXembourg; 
- for sales through dealers: to the six Community countries other 
than Germany, Italy and Luxembourg; 
- for sales between private persons: to all nine Community countries (*). 
(*,). In Italy, only: some such sales are subject to the artists resn.le right: 
see above, paragraph 12 (pages 4 and 5) • 
... " ... ' ... ·' 
